►flatting physical
March is Wellness Month.
Find out what activities on
campus will help boost every
aspect of your health, from
massages to sexual well-being.
See our Accent page. MX

irpgress.com
■

'MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED '
Planning on going
to the inauguration ceremonies?
Ceremonies begin
at 3 p.m. tomorrow. Check out
inauguration
schedule
See page A6.

President Glasser
is the 10th in a
long line of
Eastern presidents. Find out
about Eastern's
earliest leaders
and their
successors on our
OldSchool page.
SeeB5.
SmfcMmpPrograM
President Joanna Glaaear holds the keys to Richmond and DanvtSa In her office Thursday. Eastern
has an extended campus site In Danvttle.

Feb. 17 rape
investigated
BYGMA VAILE

with their guests at aO times. "Men
can't leave the front lobby unless
they are cheeked in." she said.
Stough said the building is sale
security wise because men must
check in, and they are monitored
by desk workers and hall staff
while in the lobby. She added that
the RESNET entrance is only
accessible from the outside, so
any male wishing to use the facilities must go straight out the backdoor to get to RESNET — a door
that is monitored by cameras.
Stough said she hadn't
released information about the
rape to her residents because she
didn't want to create a panic
among the females.
According to Lindquist, the
alleged rape is the first of the 2002
semester. He said during calendar
year 2001, there were three
forcible sex offenses, all reported
in the residence halls. That number was down from five forcible
sex offenses reported in 2000.
Lindquist said it is policy at
Public Safety to not release the
name of suspects until the person
is charged or the investigation
has been concluded. It is the policy of The Eastern Progress that
the names of victim's of sexual
offenses are not released.

Newseditor

Eastern's division of Public
Safety is investigating an alleged
rape that took place last month.
According to the police report
the rape took place in Burnam
Hall on Feb. 17. The victim, who
reported the incident on Feb. 20,
alleged that an acquaintance
raped her in her room between
the hours of 10:45 and 11:25 p.m.
According to Director of
Public Safety. Tom Lindquist.
there is an "ongoing investigation
that is actively being investigated.
"As soon as the investigation
is complete, we will release all
information," he added.
Sarah Stough, Residential
Coordinator of Burnam Hall, was
not able to comment on the incident but told The Progress that
her hall staff provides educational
programs each month that discuss issues such as alcohol
awareness, crime prevention and
personal safety. This month, she
said, residents can participate in a
program that will discuss ways
for females to protect themselves.
Because Burnam is a female
dorm, Stough said all male guests
must check in and hosts must stay

Career prepared Glasser for new role
BY SARAH HEANEY

Managing editor

In high school President Joanne Glass participated in Junior
Miss and Girls' State. She was voted most likely to succeed
and her senior year was voted "done most for the schoolShe was also a cheerleader. And on Friday she will become, in a
sense. Eastern's No. 1 cheerleader and supporter.
On Friday she is cementing her firm commitment to serve the
university after being sworn in as Eastern's tenth president
This transplanted "Yankee lady" from Baltimore has energized
the campus and city community since her arrival in the fall. Her
trademark coifed black hair and black ("black can go anywhere.")
and red ("I feel vibrant when I wear red.") outfits have graced
many a meeting, media show, athletic event, group address and
national conference.

The Life of Joanno Giasser
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Faculty Senate
passes pay plan
BY JENMFER ROPERS

Pedestrian injured in Saturday accident
BY SARAH HEAWEY

Managing editor

8fv RJchardsorvPiogr—
Michelle Onboard was hit Saturday night while trying to cross Lancaster
Avenue. Onboard was in the old croaawaJK area, right beside the new
crosswalk, which Is equipped with a flashing Hght system.

A female pedestrian on
Lancaster Avenue near campus
was struck by a car late Saturday
night. However, she was not in
the disputed crosswalk area.
Michelle
Gabbard.
22.
Richmond, suffered only minor
injuries after being struck by a
southbound white Toyota Avalon
while crossing from the west side
of the street to the campus area.
Gabbard was crossing in the old
crosswalk which is not equipped
with flashing lights or warning
signs.
The accident occurred around
9:45p.m.
The car was driven by Eric
Middlebrook of Hamilton, Ohio
and his passenger was David
Williams
of
Richmond.
Middlebrook is an Eastern alum
and Williams is assistant director
of facilities services and staff
regent
The
Richmond
Police
Department responded to the
accident
Richmond police public information officer David Pence said
Gabbard was taken to the Pattie
A. Clay Regional Medical Center,
treated and released with minor
"bumps and bruises."
No damage was done to the
vehicle. Pence said the car was
not speeding.
Pence said the Gabbard told
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REPORT IT IMMEDIATELY!

Childhood
Glasser was bom on June 14,1951 and raised in a family of four chflSee GLASSER, A2
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political science
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The number of events she has attended totaled 265 on Jan. 29,
and has continued to grow, especially during this week. One wonders how she gets any sleep, since on an average day she gets up
at 4:45 a.m. and goes until 10 or 11 p.m.
Always on the move, but always having a moment to chat with any
student, faculty or staff member she encounters, Glasser's friendliness has made an impression on many in her short stay at Eastern.
Her 30-year career follows a trend of serving others and Glasser
feels she haa also done a fairty good job of fulfilling the goal her high
school set out for her.
"I don't know if you went back and asked the high school today
if being a college president is being successful," Glasser said. "I
don't know, but I think it is."

the responding officer that when
she began to cross the road she
saw two vehicles but thought she
could beat them.
Middlebrook, the car's driver,
said he saw the pedestrian as she
entered the road and waa able to
brake quickly. He felt there wa8
nothing he could do to stop the
accident
"I was driving the legal speed
and she just shot into the road
and collided with the car,"
Middlebrook said.
Middlebrook said Gabbard
was was wearing blue jeans, a
ribbed shirt and a jacket
Williams, the passenger in the
car, said he was thankful that
Gabbard did not sustain serious
injuries.
"It did seem like we hit her
hard at the time," Williams said.
"The driver saw her coming at
the very last second and hit the
brakes, but she rolled clear up
to the top of the car and back
off."
Williams said Gabbard was
conscious after being struck and
he asked her if there was a phone
number they could call for her.
He said Gabbard gave him what
she said was her ex-boyfriend's
phone number.
This was no fault of the crosswalk, this was away from the
crosswalk," Williams said. "It
wouldn't have mattered had it
been right at the crosswalk. This
was not a crosswalk issue."

Editor

The Faculty Senate decided that
if necessary, it would be in support
of forsaking merit pay for acrossthe-board salary increases for two
years, from 2002 to 2004.
The morion calls for the university to replace its current 50-50 division of across-the-board raises and
merit pay allocation with a general
cost-of-living allowance those two
years. That allowance is to be based
on the national consumer price
index
The cost-of-living allowances
would go to aD faculty.
After money for those raises is
set aside, the motion calls for any
funds left to be used for merit pay.
A final provision in the motion

► Insfcto

calls for Eastern to set aside a pool
of money each year to be used in
addressing salary equity issues.
Keith Johnson, chair of the Senate's
ad hoc committee for compensation
and benefits, said that the motion's
last part is a recommendation of
what faculty would Eke to see happen to address inequity issues.
Johnson said the motion suggests that it is more fair for the university to implement across-theboard raises before anything else.
He said that without basic cost-ofkving raises, faculty are essentially
taking a pay cut
However, he stressed that the
motion is not intended to abolish
the 50-50 system for good.
"It doesn't do away with merit
See PAY, A6
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■ There will be no classes
Friday afternoon In honor of
President Glasser's
inauguration.

Hi:63
Low: 44
Conditions:
Morning clouds, afternoon
sunny
PM Partry cloudy and windy
SAT Scattered thunderstorms
Partly cloudy
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GLASSER: Now part of Kentucky 'good old boys' network
From The Front
dren. She has an older sister and
younger identical twin brothers.
Her paternal grandmother
lived with her family as well.
"I was raised by two mothers,
it was wonderful," Glasser said.
She grew up in a mixed
Baltimore neighborhood where
African-Americans, Asians and
Caucasians all lived together.
Glasser, who has a Jewish religious background, feels her
strong feelings on the importance
of diversity comes from her childhood playmates.
"I played almost every day after
school and on weekends at Our
Lady of Lords church," Glasser
remembered. "We'd go to Easter
and Christmas Eve services with
my friends in the neighborhood.
So to me, people have no color, no
religion, no ethnicity."

The move to Kentucky

The move to Kentucky from
Baltimore for Glasser and her 16year-old daughter Jackie was a
tough decision, both personally
and professionally. Glasser said
she and her daughter are a team
and she never would have made
the move without Jackie's support
"Personally it was very difficult
to pick up roots of 50 years and
move, leaving aging parents and
my son behind," Glasser said. "It
was difficult leaving family, brothers and sister behind. Also,
friends and colleagues of 50
yean. I never thought 50 years of
my life would change like this."
Glasser said that southern
hospitality, especially in
Richmond, is not a cliche. She
also found that basketball "truly
is a religion down here."
"You don't schedule an event
or anything when there's an EKU
or UK or U of L basketball game,
including my inauguration,"
Glasser said.
Glasser was told it would be
hard for a "female Yankee" to
come to Kentucky and be a part of
the "good ol' boys network" She
has not found that story to be the
case at all, not on campus, in
Richmond,
Frankfort
or
Louisville.
One thing Glasser didn't know
about Kentucky before arriving
was the geographic beauty of the
region. Another unknown was the
weather.
"The weather surprised me,"
Glasser said. "I've been told if you
dont like the weather one day,
just wait 24 hours because it will
change."
Family and free time
One of the first and most diffi-

School

In high school. Glasser briefly
experienced some work in journalism. She worked for a now defunct
Baltimore newspaper named The
News American. Glasser was the
editor of a Sunday supplement
youth page.
However, she soon was doing
even more important work for the
newspaper.
"I caught the eye of the city
desk editor," Glasser said. "And I
started doing writing and reporting for the city desk, which to me
was really exciting because I was
still a student in high school."
However, her strong interest
in politics and government prevailed when she obtained a bachelor's degree in political science in
1973 from George Washington
University.
Glasser, as in high school, was
very active in college. She lived in
the dorms all three years and was
a residential assistant for three of
those years. That experience
helped her become involved in
her school and to meet students.
Her favorite class in college
was one she remembers well
called
"The
American
Presidency." The political science
class discussed different presidents' leadership styles, personalities, and successes.
"I remember the course very
well," Glasser said. "I even
remember who taught the course.
Isn't that funny, it just shows you
how faculty and professors, even
so many years ago, have such a
significant impact on your Hie."
Glasser went on to earn a law
Svah Haatwy/ProgrMi degree from the University of
President Joanne Glasser holds up a barrel of chocolate candy she Maryland. She said her choice to
keeps stocked in her office. Glasser says she always has to have "fresh" enter the law profession was
greatly influenced after seeing the
chocolates around.
movie To Kill a Mockingbird."
"The courtroom scene to me
cult decisions Glasser had to Jackie hope he will join them in was so incredibly powerful
make when arriving in Richmond Kentucky.
because you can look at all the
was where her then 15-year-old
Glasser doesn't have much injustice, discrimination and prejdaughter would attend high leisure time, but what little she udice that was going on. and I felt
school.
does have is devoted to spending like I could make a difference,"
Jackie saw that Model time with her daughter. They Glasser said.
—
Laboratory School was literally on shop, eat out and often see
campus and felt she would not be movies.
Her career
comfortable attending the school.
Glasser and Jackie have been
Glasser's first jobs out of law
"She basically said she didn't visible at many Eastern activities school were clerkships under
want to go to school on the cam- ranging from arts galleries to judges in the Baltimore City
pus where her mother was presi- plays to athletic events. Glasser Circuit Court Glasser considers
dent because she didn't want any says not only is it important for a one of the judges, the Honorable
preferential treatment," Glasser college president to support all Judge Marshall Levin, a role model
said. "She didn't want to be known university events, she genuinely who helped her hone her decisionas the president's daughter."
enjoys going to the various activi- making and analytical sldDs.
Jackie carpools with family ties offered on campus.
Afterwards, Glasser practiced
friends to Sayre in Lexington durAll the campus and Richmond law and was very interested in serving the week.
community events keep her ing people and social issues. She
Glasser's son, Jared, is 26 and extremely busy, but Glasser's did slot of work with cases involvfinishing up his second master's extensive involvement with what- ing children who needed better
degree in Maryland. He gradu- ever institution she belonged to
ates in May and both Glasser and began early.
See GLASSER, A3

Got something to say? Voice all your
opinions by logging on to our
Message Board.
Visit www.easternprogress.com

OFFICER CANDIDATES
WANTED GO FOR THE GOLD
Kentucky Army National Guard Is accepting applications
for Officer Candidate Programs. This Includes Direct Commission. ROTC/Simultaneous Membership Program and
Office Candidate School.
BENEFITS INCLUDE-FREE COLLEGE TUITiON ASSISTANCE, in addition to the Army College Fund and the
Montgomery GIBE
Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter 0 (502) 395-0048
to schedule an appointment
CALL NOW - UMTTED OPENING

"You know you want to be there"

Praise &
Worship Night
with One King Train
Tonight! Thurs., March 7
9 pm Newman Center
All folks are welcome to join us!
Catholic Newman Center 405 University Drive
623-9400 ekunewman 9kih.net

Do you love
sports?
You may not
be 7ft tall,
but you could
writefor
fVThe Eastern^E|K5:

ProsreBs
Applications for Fall 2002 staff are online at
www.oastemprogress.com
Deadline-April 19
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GLASSER: Proudest of kids
From Page A2
care and were in need of assistance.
One day in 1980. Glasser
received a call from the Baltimore
County judge executive. He told her
that collective bargaining and labor
unions had just been established
under statute and he needed someone to be a labor commissioner.
Glasser asked him who he had
in mind, and the county executive
told her he was talking to the person he had in mind.
"I was dumbfounded because
here I am. a little petite female."
Glasser said. "I was young and I
thought, my goodness, I don't
have any experience in labor
negotiations."
However. Glasser turned out to
have the skills for the job. She sat
down with many labor unions and
was able to negotiate agreements
over sensitive issues Uke labor
and hours, and terms and conditions of employment. Bringing
both sides together and a great
deal of personal integrity helped
her excel at her job.
"I can say with a great deal of
pride there was never a slowdown, never a strike, never a
work stoppage and never any acrimonious public disagreements,"
Glasser said.
As a testament to the respect
she gained as a labor commissioner was a box of Godiva chocolates
sent to her on her first day at
Eastern. The chocolates were
given to her by the head of the
firefighters union on behalf of all
the firefighters in Baltimore. She
had actually negotiated against the
union "many, many years ago."
But she got to a point, at around
40, that she felt she didn't want to
do labor negotiations for the rest
of her life. That's when she began
her career, in 1993, at Towson
University in Towson. Maryland.
Glasser
began
as
an
Affirmative Action officer and
quickly moved up the ranks until
she was the executive vice president of institutional advancement. While at Towson, Glasser
helped the school conduct its
first capital campaign, establish
seven national alumni organizations, triple its endowment and
increase enrollment mostly due
to marketing efforts. She also
oversaw a successful name and
logo change.
Then that little voice came in
my head again saying what do

you want to do next?" Glasser
said. She was reaching a milestone in l»*r life, age 50, and she
wanted a new challenge. So she
began looking at presidency positions at various universities.
She got a call from the firm
conducting the Eastern presidential search. She had heard of
Eastern's reputation but didn't
know much about Richmond.
So Glasser gave the university
and town a serious look last fall,
and "I'm so glad I did, and the
rest is history. Here I am."

Step into her office...
President Joanne Glasser has amassed
quite a collection of items in the
presidential office since making it her
own in November. Some of the things
the campus and community have given
her include:
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This piece of pottery,
named "Circle of
Friends," was bought
at the Richmond Area
Arts Council Gala this
fall. The note
attached to the piece
told of an Indian legend that says friends
who gathered around
a bonfire in the
evening would have
their friendship
sealed anew.

Her gptds for Eastern
Glasser answered quickly and
decisively when asked what was
the toughest issue she has faced
since arriving at Eastern.
The public budget. It's something I've inherited and have no
ability to change or control,"
Glasser said. She added that it is a
tough time not only on campus,
but across the country due to the
recession and 9-11.
Glasser is committed to three
major goals: preserving jobs,
protecting health insurance and
possibly providing salary
increases.
There are other projects and
initiatives that in better times I
wish I could fund them, but I'm
going to have to say no to virtually
every one of them this year,"
Glasser said. "Well have to learn
to do more with less."
The biggest obstacle Glasser
has faced in her varied career is
stereotypes for women. She knew
where her passions laid and it was
law and politics, not the more traditional female jobs. She noted there
are still many prejudices toward
women in leadership positions.
"I feel a tremendous responsibility toward women to be a good
role model and mentor to them."
Glasser said. "I want to let them
know they can balance a family
and career and they should.
Women shouldn't have to make
choices today."
Glasser has been successful
in doing just that, but it is apparent which, career or family,
comes first in her heart and
mind. She may be Eastern's No.
1 cheerleader but she will always
be her children's biggest supporter first.
"My greatest accomplishment
in life is raising two well-adjusted,
happy children." Glasser said.
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This artwork was made by Stacy Street. An inscription on the back reads, "Joanne, You are a strong,
talented leader. My favorite kind of woman. Show
us the way."
Photos by Sarah Hsansy^rogross
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For it is by GRACE you have been saved
through FAITH-and this not from yourselves, it
is the "free" GIFT of God-not by works, so
thai no ^m^ can boast. Ephesians 2:8-9.
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Faith (pisiis), -firm persuasion, conviction, belief m the truth;
being t. hnst substitutionary death on the cross.
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Glasser was given the game ball from Eastern's
victory against Samford University this year. The
game was Glasser's first as president.

(gras), -free uilt. not earned or deserved. An absolutely
free expression of loving kindness of'Ciod toward men.
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Beat: March 1-Feb. 21
March 1
A juvenile was taken into custody for speeding and possession
of marijuana.
Feb. 27
Christine Ward reported that
her backpack was stolen from a
Fountain Food Court booth.
Trisha Mcwilliams reported
that someone had stolen the
bench from the Jones Building
between Feb. 22 and Feb 25.

was cited for possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia and possession of alcohol by a minor.

Feb. 26
Betty Wilson. Dupree Hall
night supervisor, reported that
shoe polish was being applied to
doors on the fourth floor. A Public
Safety officer arrived on the scene
and found graffiti on doors, bathroom walls and mirrors. The graffiti was written with white leather
scuff and read "Phi Kappa Tau."
Also, there was a sign that read
"Alpha Pi strikes again."

Denise Conner reported that
someone had stolen a throw rug
from the front entrance of Keen
Johnson Building between Feb. 22
and Feb. 23.

Feb. 24
Joshua Scott. 22. Richmond,
was arrested for disorderly conduct with the intent to injure or

Feb. 25
Joseph Henson. 19. Cynthiana.

► News Briefs
Compeed by Katie Wittich

16th Pops spectacular
in Brock Saturday

Philosophy debate in
Wallace Tuesday

Eastern's department of music
will host the 16th annual Pops
spectacular. The event will take
place on Saturday March 9 at 7
p.m. in Brock Auditorium.
Several groups from the Music
Department will perform.
The cost of tickets are $10
each or $5 for students and can
be reserved by calling 622-3266.

Eastern Kentucky University
Philosophy club will hold a debate
on March 12 at 8 p.m. in the
Adams Room of the Wallace
Building. The topic, which will be
discussed by several faculty members, is "Are Humans Naturally
(Jood or Naturally Eviir
The event is free and open to
the public.

to become a certified educator in
Kentucky.
For more information, or to
make reservations for the meeting contact Kim Alexander at 6228326 or Amy Harrison at 85*6228327. More information is also
available
at
www.rducation.eku.edu/studentservices.

Prospective student
reception on Thursday

Heritage commission
Regional art exhibit
to
meet Wednesday
showcases high schools
Eastern's department of art
and Kentucky Art Education
Association is sponsoring the
17th annual Bluegrass Regional
High School Art Exhibition at
Giles Gallery. The exhibition
will display over 300 pieces of
art from 30 central and southeastern Kentucky High School
students.
The exhibition will run
March 11-April 2. There will be
an opening reception Sunday
March 10 from 2-4. The reception and exhibition is free and
open to the public. For gallery
hours call 622-8135.

Adolph Rupp's life
focus of Tuesday talk
A presentation of the life and
history of University of Kentucky
basketball coach Adolph Rupp
will be given by Edward Smith, a
Georgetown College professor.
The presentation will concentrate
on the life of the man that
coached Kentucky to 880 wins
and four national titles.
The event is co-sponsored by
Eastern Kentucky University's
Center for Kentucky History and
Politics and Richmond Area Arts
Council.
The presentation will take
place on March 12 at 7:30 p.m. at
the Richmond Area Arts Center at
the corner of Lancaster Ave. and
Water Street. The event is free
and open to the public.

IMP

A regional reception will be
held in Frankfort on Thursday
March 14 for prospective students
and their families from Central
Kentucky
The event will be held from 6
p.m. -8 p.m. at the Kentucky
History Center. All prospective
students, including high school
and community college students
and non-traditional students and
their families are invited.
Refreshments will be served and
a drawing for a $500 book scholarship is to be given to a current
high school senior who will
attend Eastern this fall.
For more information, call the
admissions office toll-free at 800465-9191 or visit www.eku.edu.

A meeting of the Kentucky
Native American Heritage
Commission will be held on
Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
in the Perkins Building.
The event is hosted by Eastern
Kentucky University. For more
information call 859-622-1478.

Business Center offers
advice for women
Eastern's Small Business
Development Center and the
Small Business Administration
will hold a workshop on March
14.
The workshop, "Going to the
Bank — A Roundtable for
Women." will look at which banks
are more open-minded to womenowned businesses and giving
loans. The event will be held
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Center for Rural Development in
Somerset.
For more information call 6776122 or toll-free at 877-358-7232.

Two blood drives
to benefit Madison Co.
Park Federal Credit Union
and Central Kentucky Blood
Center are sponsoring a blood
drive on Friday March 15 from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. for patients of
regional hospitals. Donors can
give blood on the Madison
County Blood Mobile.
Union Church and Kentucky
Blood Center have scheduled a
blood drive for Tuesday March 19
from 11 a.m.- 5:30 p.m. in
Fellowship Hall. The donations
are needed by patients served by
Central Kentucky Blood Center
and for patients in Berea
Community Hospital.
For more information about
both blood drives call Melanie
Ansorge at 1-800-775-2522.

Education career
session held Thursday
For those who are looking for
a second career in education, an
informational session will be
held on Thursday March 14
from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the
Perkins Building.
The session, hosted by
Eastern's College of Education
will discuss new routes available

Tmto Sain
128 S. Keeneland Dr.

HOURS
Mon. 1 p.m. - 9 p.m.
TUBS. ■ Sat. 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

alarm.
Two
residents
of
Common wealth Hal reported «everal items stolen from their dorm
room.
Bill Kirby reported that there
had been «^in*irfwiifti^f f^i the
sixth floor, of Commonwealth
When the officer arrived, a thuui
room door had been kicked, in
Feb.23
- Two students from Walters HaB

►

HELP WANTED
Now accepting applications for
all position*. Madison Garden
Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs,
Student Groups: Earn $1,000 $2,000
with
the
easy
Campusfurtdraiser.com
three
hour fundraismg event. Does not
involve credit card applications.
Fundraismg dates are filling
2uickly, so call today! Contact
ampusfundraiser.com at 888923-3238, or visit www campusfundraiser com
Help!
I need
Madison Garden
«*
■

■

somebody!
»• •■• •»
—

Mentors needed for girls. Work
■t Summer Camp In Northwest
Georgia. Conl act;
jalHson9gif1scoutsnwga.org -tor
more info. It takes a great leader
(you!) to teach a girl not to follow.
Make a difference, not just
money.
Lifeguards wanted In North
Myrtle Beach, S.C.. will train, no
experience.
Apply
http://www.nsbslifeguards.com
( HKISTi W Si MMI
. AMI'S
In I he I

3 Super Nova visits plus
3 High intensity bed visits

*75°°

*10
OFF
Super Nova Tanning

knocked off its hinges and Inside
the stall.

Feb. 22
Jill Petrey reported that someone had been kicking on a dorm
room door at Commonwealth during the early hours of the morning
and the door had been damaged.

A Martin Hall resident reported
that someone broke into his
locked dorm room and stolen a
Playstation 2. controller, memory
card and a video game.

Feb. 2d
Leroy Lamb reported that
someone had kicked in a restroom
stall door at Keene Hall Lamb stated that the stall door was found

FOR RENT
Quiet, furnished loft apartment
near campus, S299 per month.
No smoking or pets. Utilities
included! 859-623-2410 or 859893-2410
For sale or rent: Extra large 5
bedroom,
4
bath.
rebuilt
Victorian home, ideal for rent
sharing or extended family.
S1,200 per month - $800 deposit,
references required. Call 859624-7883

MISCELLANEOUS
$250 a day potential bartending. Training provided. 1-800293-3985 ext. 120.
March 8th: Happy
Stephanie Auttl

Birthday

March 10th: Happy
Ashley Holbrookl

Birthday

TRAVEL
Alternative Spring Break mission
trip) Home repair projects, painting in Martin County, Kentucky.

Craig Cable. 19, was cited for
possession of alcohol by a minor.
Megan Zuhox reported that her
car was damaged while parked in
Kit Carson Lot

Seeking STAFF
Cooki Hock Cfimblnj. Hontbock
Mountain Hiking T«nrwj. Kjdmg
Whit* Water t—■$■
5winning FteW Sports Art*.

2>ockpo<k,ng. A\0R£

Cosponsored by Westminster
Fellowship and First Presbyterian
Church. Scholarships provided. If
interested, contact Cary at 859623-5323 or csashbyl Oaol.com.
Spring
Break
with
ST8.
America's
•1
Student Tour Operator.
Promote trips on-campus, earn
cash
and
free
trips.
Info/Reservations:
1-800-6484849, www.ststravel.com
AAAAI Spring Break Bahamas
Party Crulsel 5 days $279!
Includes meals & free parties!
Awesome beaches, nightlife!
Departs from Florida!
Cancun & Jamaica $459! springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386
A tree Spring Break! Hottest
destinations/parties!
Lowest
prices guaranteed! Best airlines/hotels! Free booze/foodl 2
free trips on 15 sales. Earn cash!
Group discounts! Book online:
www.sunsplashtours.com 1-800426-7710
Spring Break Panama City
Beach "Summit" Condos, discount rates. 404-355-9637.
AAAAI Spring Break Panama
City from $129! Boardwalk room
w/ kitchen, next to clubs! 7 parties
including
free
drinks!
Daytona $159! springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386

CUSTOM
SCREEN

9- This weeks question.

SPRING BREAK

"What day in March
does the Vernal Equinox
fall on?"
Be the first one to answer
the question correctly
& win a Free T-shirt

—(859)624-2200"—
NC 2*712

ON CORNER OF FIRST & MAIN

Rno..ifi7.i?5?

portraits
done
with us.

The Newest
Innovation In Tanning

•Portraits
•Weddings
•Commercial
•Digital Services
•One Hour Photo
•Enlargements

It's Not Too Late for that Great Spring Break Tan!

• Super Nova Package

reported that they had received
harassing telephone calls.

r Udgr MwMMfM of

Speed Tanning

Standard Tanning Beds
(All New Bulbs)
• Single Standard bed visit

Compiled by Katie Wittier.

PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS

OPEN 7 days a week
Appointments Appreciated

Ultra Bronze Super Nova System
(High Pressure Tanning)
Tan Last 30 dayal

-7-r-

.■*.-? .-.-.-.

$4

• Standard Bedl2 Visit package $ QQ
• Single Super Nova visit

Stephen

$ 9G

'50FF

12 Visit Package or

Package

Niyhtclut\
129 South First St. - 626-0300

Grand Opening
March 7th - Win a trip for 2 to Panama City
Must be present to WIN!

NIGHTLY SPECIALS
Thurs. 750 Miller Lite
Fri.
$7 All you can drink!
Sat
$1 Domestics
• MAGI A
BREAD

it STROMBOLI -A" SWEETIE RIE
• WINGS f / • CHEESE I
BREAD
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Public Safety gets new decals
well with the other police vehicles seen daily on campus.
Does the sight of a light bar Lindquist, said that many stuacross your rearview mirror dents may think they see camfreak you out? Or have you been pus cruisers on every street, but
programmed to
in reality there
notice which
are only three
police cruisers
cruisers operatare
campus
ed by Public
cops and which
Safety - and
are other cruisusually only
ers here for the
one
runs
Department of
through camCriminal
pus at a time.
Justice trainLindquist said
ing?
it's not an
If you are —Tom Lindquist
unusual obserthe type stu- Director of Pubttc Safety
vation to see
police cruisers
dent
who
believes you
from all over
can spot a pub» the state on
lic safety cruiscampus
er from a mile a
because of the
way, think again. The Eastern training at Stratton.
cruisers have undergone a
Two of the three cruisers
makeover. They now have a operated by Public Safety have
more modern and sleek look.
the new markings. Lindquist
"It was time to update the old said the decals will be put on
design," said Public Safety the last cruiser in the near
Director Tom Lindquist. "The future.
old design was 15 years old."
The new designs cost about
The new cruisers blend in $250 each and were ordered

E.Main St.

625-9394

$10 OFF

I feel like we are
more visible,
which is key.

tattoo
or
piercing
with this ad!

i< ■
Ryan Bertke^Prooress
PubHc Safety officers got new decals to replace the old ones on the three
patrol cars Eastern owns. The old decals were 15 years old.

from a graphic company out of
Minnesota. The decals were put
on by professionals, according
to Lindquist.
"We feel they are more visible which is key," Lindquist
said.
The decals are maroon, white
and silver and the design is popular among other poHce agencies . The words "Eastern

Managing editor

Although it sounds similar to
recent Enron activities, the order
to neither destroy or transfer
records to the university archives
until July 1 has a much less sinister reason behind it The archives
system is simply being reorganized.
Under Kentucky state law, certain documents at public institutions must be kept for a period of
time or stored permanently in an
archives system. The documents
range from press releases and
correspondence to legislative files
and meeting minutes.
The Kentucky Department of
Libraries and Archives oversees
the organizing system, following
the recommendations of universi-

A new item requiring that
vacant faculty position retention forms be kept 3 years.
A change is tenure track
speloatons— after the new
regulations, the applications
can be destroyed after two
years. The current requirements say that they may
be destroyed after one

Source:
www.library.aku.adu

ty archivists at the various universities in the state system.
"With the recent updates, I
need to update our record management system," University
archivist Chuck Hill said. "We
have things in the archives that
used to be permanent records
that are now temporary
records."
A records management handbook
is
available
at
http://www.library.eku.edu/SCA
/ recmgt/retschedule.html. Hill
said everyone in the university
community is responsible for following this handbook.
However the recent updates to
the list have not been added yet
The new retention schedule will
be posted by Jury 1.
"In the mean time, I don't want
anything destroyed that might
.

F*ST WEEKEND

(Passion for Life and Learning
-

THURSDAY, MARCH 7
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Celebration of EKU Excellence in Scholarly and j
Johnson Building)
10am.- 4 p.m. FREE Paintball Tournament - (Int
we will provide the rest!
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. FREE CanaKfr'Sft'* (Po<
Noon FREE Laundry in ALL Residence
Midnight
^mf
\V

Work-(Keen

student ID and

Night At

7:30 p.m.
Chautauqua Lecture
Kelli Carmean, Robert Topmiller, David Zurich - (M
9 p.m.

W^6

Workshep - (

10 am - 2 pm Playstation Gaming
2002, Gran Tursimo 3, James Bond
11 - 3 p.m

FREE Yesteryear AhSqos

3 p.m. Presidential Inauguration - 'Joanne
Reception to follow closing— Kr
6-11 p.m. AnimEKU - (Case Annex
7 p.m. FREE Comedian "Buzz
Yeaf: ,98,,99,'00,'01
7 p.m. - 6 a.m. Frag Your Brains Out (5)
Technology Lab) Free Food during break!
8 p.m.

J

Scholarship Dinner - (Keen

9 p.m.-11 p.m. Casino Night - (Auxiliary Gym fit St. Jude's Up Til Dawn Sponsored by: 1st W

Tickets
will go to bene-

10:30 a.m. -12:30 a.m. FREE Midnight Breakfast Delta Tau
11 p.m. - 6 a.m. 'Up Til Dawn'
Hospital Committee

7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

(Alumni Coliseum)

TM
St. Jude's Chikirens

SATURD
Pops for Music Sake - (•

8:30 p.m. - Midnight "President's Ball" - (Keen Johnson Ballroom) Student Tickets Free;
Non-Student Tickets $15 per person or $20 per couple; Open to university community & public. FREE Admission to students and 1 guest. Students must pick up their complimentary tickets in advance from the Student Government Association, 132 Powell Building or by phone at
622-1724.
*
*

Mon. - Sat.

Body
Piercing
by
Brandy

Noon -8pm

"Simply the Best Shop in Town"

Kentucky University Police" run
from the back door up the front
door. The school seal is also
present on the right and left
back side of the vehicle.
"I like them better."
Lindquist said of the updated
decals.
The decals were paid for out
of the Division of Public Safety's
budget.

Archives undergoing revamp,
management system updated
BY SARAH HEANEY

"1

Tattoos
by Chris
and
Drew

117

a

The new archives requirements w* add items and
change regulations already
in effect. Two items that wit
be different include:

www.easternprogress.com

v.

NewstdHor

Before you throw
anything away...

visit us online

now be a permanent record," Hill
said.
The office of university
archives will hold a series of campus-wide informational sessions
during June and July to help
update university employees
about their duties concerning
record preservation.
Hill noted that following the
document retention schedule is
important for several reasons.
"The first reason is-that it's a
requirement for all employees
under state law because they are
public records," Hill said. "And
secondly, it's important because it
documents the history of the university."
For more information about
the archives moratorium or the
retention schedule, call the
University Archives at 2-1792.

EAT SMART.
ubway is your
ticket to a great
Spring Break!

mmm.
We Deliver!
624-9241

Located on the Corner of Second & Water St.
Dine- in/Carry- out Hour* •
Delivery Hours
Mon - Sat 10 30 am -12 midnight I
Sun. 11 am -11 p.m

Mon. - Sat. 11 am. -11 p.m
Sun. 12 noon-11 p.m.
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MY: Increase is 2.7 percent |nauguratjon Schedule
now. Eastern divide* its
imrk for rakes in half — one part
goes toward across the board
increases, the other half is reserved
for merit pay.
Vice President for Government
Relations Jim Clark said that for
each of the next two years, the consumer price index increase would
be 2.7 percent That amount is set
by the state.
Faculty Senate President Pam
Schlomann said that, compared
with its benchmarks, some of
Eastern's faculty are on par with
salaries at other schools, but some
are not
Schlomann said that the comparisons are made based on CUPA
data, a collection of self-reported

salaries from universities all over
the country.
This year, $50,000 was set aside
by the Board of Regents to bring
Eastern's faculty up to par with at
least 80 percent of the CUPA average for one year.
Schlomann said that many of
those adjustments weren't needed
for newer faculty, who were hired
on salaries that were mostly in fine
with averages — instead, adjustments were needed for faculty
members who had been at Eastern
for a while, but were hired on
below-average salaries that had
never been adjusted.
Schlomann also said that some
departments — like English and
theater — have salaries that are
generally lower at all schools, but
that Eastern's salaries for those
areas were some of the lowest

Four nominated for
Faculty Regent post
Faculty will be choosing their
next regent from a list of four
candidates:
■ Bobby Barton, head athletic trainer and professor in the
physical education department
Barton ran for the position last
year, but was defeated by
Merita Thompson.
■ Pam Schlomann, an associate professor in the department
of nursing. Schlomann is cur-

rently the Faculty Senate
President.
■ Richard Crosby, a professor in the department of music.
■ Malcolm Friable, chair of
the department of earth sciences. Frisbie also teaches in
the Honors Program.
Faculty Senate Elections
Committee Chair Charlie
Everett said that open forums
for the candidates will be scheduled for the week after spring
break.
Ballots will be due April 5.

Processional

Performed by: The Eastern Kentucky
University Symphonic Band directed by Or. Joe

MM

The Order of March
The Marshall, Former Kentucky Governors.
The Presidents of Kentucky College* and
Universities, The Delegates of Universities,
Colleges, Learned Societies and Associations,
Eastern Kentucky University Foundation
Professors, The Faculty Representatives of
Eastern, The Student Representatives of Eastern,
The Adrniniao-ative Council and Provost Council
of Eastern, The Presidential Party, The Mace
Invocation
Patrick Nnoromele. University Chaplain
Associate Professor of Phfosophfaad Mkaoa

EVERYDAY,
ALL DAY!

Greetings
Commonwealth of Kentucky — The
Honorable Paul Patton, governor, Commonwealth
of Kentucky
Students — Nick Bertram, student regent and
president Student Government Association
Faculty — Pamela J. Schlomann, professor of
nursing, chair. Faculty Senate
Staff—David L wunams. assistant daectur of
Facilities Services, staff regent
Alumni — Terry Collis, president, EKU

Body Jewelry
New Age Supplies
Huge Selection of Unique Sifts

Madison

Hours:
-7Mon-Sat

Sanaa* 111

TO

623-HEMP

Special Greetings from Towson University
Jack Frucbtman, professor of political science,
director of Law and American Civilization
Interdisciplinary Programs, past chair, Faculty
Senate. Towson Universiry. Towson, Maryland
The Oath of Office
The Honorable Joseph E. Lambert, chief justice. Supreme Court of Kentucky
i of die Presidential MednHon
C. Fred Rice, chair. Board of Regents

Tne Inaugural Address
Joanne Kramer Glaaser. esquire, president

Dorothy Sutton, professor of English, and
Harry Brown, professor of English

Hemp Company

National Alumni Association. Classes of 1967.
1969
Richmond— The Honorable Ann Durham,
mam, City of Richmond
Madison County — The Honorable Kent
Cksit judge-executive. Madison County

The FrstOne Hundred Thirty-One Days"
Audiovisual Presentation

Welcome and Introductions
Nick Bertram, Student Regent and President

THE BOTANY BAY)

M.00
BEERS

-9

I All

President Joanne Chaser's inauguration will begin at 3 p.m. in Alumni Coliseum tomorrow.
The audience is invited to a reception immediately following the ceremony on the main concourse in the Coliseum. The inauguration will be broadcast on Addphia Cable channel 46
tomorrow night at 7 p.m. The ceremony will include:

Poetry l

PROGRESS STAFF FS90RT

SPRING BREAK

Deneoscnon
Rabbi Jon Adland, Temple Adath Israel,
leiaigtuu

B•>st Prices&B

1 Canrun Acapulro Ma/allan
►
Jamaica Bahamas
«
Florida loiih Padre island '

cofflff can NOW

1 800 SURFS UP
-ww »fwfsmfaxprwaa cow

Alumni Coliseum Pool

A10
..B3
Aramark
Art Attack
.AS
.As
Big Easy
Blolns
Ha Plasma
B2
Botany Bay
AS
Campus Crusade
A3
CasaCommunicaaon .. A 7, B2
Catholic Newman Ctr. ..A2. B7

Church Camps
Church Directory.

A4
B7

Ctaaatflada

A4

CoHsos PuBMShsr
Cotonot'e Corner
EKU Bookstore
EKU Libraries
EKU HOTC
HrstOssr
First Weekend
First Year Program
Galaxy Bowling

A10
A7
.AS, BS
A7
A2
A4
AS
A3
BS

Gift Box. The
Gryndon Tailors
March from "Pomp and Circurnstance," Op39,
Sir Edward FJgar
The Eastern Kentucky University Symphonic
Band, directed by Joe Allison
The program wil also include several musical
arrangements by members of the Eastern community.

Spring Has Arrived gfr BQ
Come see whats

^^Batal*

NEW & EXCITING «^5r
- Spring Wreaths & Arrangements
- Dept 56 Village for St. Patricks Day
- Candleberry Candles New Scents
- Shaw Rugs - Golf, Noahs Ark, Roosters & More
- Bunnies of all Shapes & Sizes
- Fenton

624-0025

139 N. Keeneland Drive
Mon. - Sat. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m. Sun. 12:30 noon

Hurricanes
A4
J. Patrick s
B2
Kentucky National Guard A2
KI PA Awards
B4
Liquor Mart
A7, BS
Madison Garden .. .A6.A10.BS
Main Street Chevron
B7

Marls Norman

A6

OKCab „_

BS

Picture Perfect
Pizza Hut

A4
BS

Pizza Magia
A4
Richmond Pawn * Jewelry .82
Richmond Mall
A3
Shsphsrd Daewoo
.A9
Southeast Telephone
A10
Springbreakdirect.com
A4
Staff Recruitment
A2, Bfl
Student Express
A6
Substance Abuse A5.B3.B4.B7
Subway
AS
Thrifty Car Rental
A2
UBS....^........... A6
vVatl-MsWt PtiotO Center . . . .82
Wize Auto Parts
A7
Woody a
A10. B2

Zap Tanning
Look for

6 p.m.

anaanaBright

Three fun, popsicle-fresh colors Flamingo Pink,
Kiwi Green and Purple Punch
Seven Great Styles
Tote
Pocket Wallet
Teeny Paddy
Coin Purse
MiMi Backpack Duffel Bag
JMy Bag

SIGNS I §
intelligent life

mERLE noRrriRrr
i Qati Shopping Center
Carrn iht

University
Book
&
Supply
090 Lancaster Rd. • 624-02201
UNVBSITY
BOOK a SUPPLY

J3

^xo^ {
^y> ^<\0p

Dress EKU During
Spring Break!
|U.,n..i.l

$2 OFF - Any T-Shirt
$2 OFF - Ladies Apparel
$2 OFF - EKU Cap
$5 OFF - Any Sweat Shirt
^

exp. 3/23i>2

A6
B2

Your graduation order can be picked up
March 12th
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
March 13
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
March 14
10 a.m.-4 p.m.

EKU Bookstore

J( WENS'

A4
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Bill could raise tax 41 cents
BrQmVMu
With hundreds of schoolchildren chanting and holding up antismoking signs on the Capitol
steps in Frankfort, Reps. Jon
Draud and Mary Lou Marxian
announced a bill on Feb. 14 that
would raise the excise tax on cigarettes 41 cents.
The sponsors of HB 677 hope
that it will discourage tobacco
consumption, steer Kentucky
children, away from smoking
and raise money for the state
budget
Eastern student Rodger
Russell, 20, stopped smoking
after three years because he
decided it was something he
had to do to stay in shape so he
could become a police officer.
However, if he were still a
smoker, Russell, a junior, said

he wouldn't oppose the tax.
Kentucky, one of the largest
tobacco-producing states in the
nation, holds the nation's second
lowest cigarette tax. At 3 cents,
Kentucky trails only behind
Virginia, which has a 2.5 cent tax
on a pack of cigarettes. In
attempts to raise revenues and
promote healthy lifestyles, the

2002 legislature is proposing raising the tax to 44 cents per pack.
1 wouldn't be mad. I know it's
bad." Russell said, "and the
money is going to a good cause."
The revenue collected from
the tax would go to substance
abuse and mental-health services, pay increases for teachers
and classified school employees, smoking cessation programs and school construction.
According to the Federation
of Tax Administrators, the median average cigarette tax in the
United States is 34 cents. By
raising Kentucky's tax to 44
' cents. $205 million would be
generated a year.
Also included
under the bill is
a 32 percent
tax on the
sales
of
cigars.

: "-. "

pipe tobacco and smokeless
tobacco. The revenue from the
sales — up to $20 million a year
— would aid low-income families in providing dental care for
their children.
Cheryl Oelze. a 19 - year - old
smoker, said a new tax won't
keep her from buying a pack of
cigarettes. "If people are going
to smoke, the price doesn't matter. It won't keep them from
smoking." she said.
Oelze, who is an undeclared
freshman, did agree that the
money collected from the tax will
be spent in a positive fashion. "If s
better than it going into
government people's pockets," she
kv »«d.

JWIZE

I SPRING BREAK SPECIALS
i ha* dunged tout pv or tacta9Bi T«
lax hwt team t cone** pncswt «he thr i p*wMst
lost W us tool up yw are a* compile dwwnwogilor
I to MMV «ety upKi of your a fc owsw sever nods.
1 DKIStar
DBtStc*
IKHM** J «*•«■«■
Dwtnr.u

5K
SET

Oil*

Special
Includes

sme»\
lDoa.MtilnHatT.inUl
IsBtsssMBia had,» DM
la*) HattJBMdigM
|tMh to* ton ■Adam

t Sf9r|>Ars
4 cents extra'per
pa

Kentucky's current tax compares to the national highs:

$1.42

$1.11

0»knk«

88

• tot™ R*
• OvrgeOi
• 0*BUljOncj(«r

• «fiuidliw*i
•10 Pi S*ty Check Moi!
Wide

Special
Includes:
•tauta*
•kutos
IbonorDiwns
•texUMw
Bttrinm
•Mfjlciads
bta

Moc carte
Ligk: Trucks

c

LXA.LV CASE: • LOCAUV OPERATE:

©S

The following states have among the hightest cigarette taxes. See how

OStaUi

JLZdamm W-**- DIM.*.
DH..H ""f1* «*™~

I «1

The price you pay...

DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS
4 SERVICE CENTER
53lftgMAw
624-29901
RctnonlKr

ipalacfiian
Music Series

CHA helps quitters

Program 3: Bluegrass Branch
Tuesday, March 12

BYQMAVMLE

News editor

$1.00
$0.03
Eun- Young YouJPiognm

In an effort to help make the fives of Kentuckians more healthy.
the Kentucky Department for Public Health and CHA Health have
announced they are ready to help Kentuckians put out their
smokes.
CHA Health, a health maintenance organization based in
Lexington, announced Feb. 18 that it will help pay for nicotine
patches worn by its members in 91 Kentucky counties who want to
quit smoking. The organization will pay for nicotine replacement
patches on a one-time basis if they are enrolled in a srnoking-cessation program. Such programs are offered at local health departments across the state.
Vouchers for the nicotine replacement patches can be obtained
after the patient completes smoking-cessation programs.
Coverage would be limited to 12 weeks and CHA Health's members will make a $25 co-payment for each 30 days of nicotine patch.
CHA calculated that the patches would regularly cost $400 over a
12 week period; however. CHA patients would only pay $75 of die
coat
A recent report from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention shows that Kentucky leads the nation in die percentage
of adults that smoke at 30.5 percent Kentucky's Tobacco Use
Prevention and Cessation Pi eg am was funded with $5.5 mfltion in
tobacco settlement money to help people stop smoking and to offer
programs that encourage youths to not smoke.

• 6 p.m. Lecture by Homer Ledford
in Grand Reading Room (Crabbe Library)
• 8 p.m. Concert by Homer Ledford and
The Cabin Creek Band in Posey
Auditorium (Stratton Bldg.)
Sponsored by EKU Libraries & EKU
Center for Appalachian Studies

For more information go to
www.library.eku.edu

298 S. 2nd Street • 623-0456

Colonels
Corner

Have you thought

about the ClaSSrOOmS in

California?

Tan At Our Electric Beach

"Xfretoe Beds"

California has committed $53.3 billion
to education, and we need you to fulfill

I"^KOFF on a
**

■

our promise to students.

10 Visit Package j

10 Visits Package $25
Single Visit 15 or 20 minutes QMLL $3
Houn: 9 a.m. - 9:30 p.m. (Earliest In Town)
Kindergarten

LIQUOR MART

i.
626 0019
Get all your Soring Break party supplies nere!

through third
gride classes
now have 20
er fewer pupils
per class.
Schaals
receive
financial
incentives fer
redecieg class
sues in other
gredes. too.

Whether you're seeking your first teaching
experience, or a first-class teaching
experience, California is your answer.
We're seeking graduating and experienced
teachers to lead our six million students into the future. And we're hiring in all areas
of the state, for many types of teaching positions.
California has a uniquely diverse population, and we're looking for teachers who
embrace these differences and use them to enhance the learning environment.
Because the Classroom Reduction Act of 1996 reduced class sizes to 20 students
per teacher in grades K-3, we have a renewed need for teachers in those grades.
We also have a great need for teachers who specialize in math, science,
ESL/bilingual education and special education at all grade levels

Bring your teaching degree to California
Our commitment to education translates into real benefits for teachers: Starting
salaries of $34,000 to $44,000 for first year teachers; up to $19,000 in grants for
education loans; no-money-down mortgages with low interest rates; and other
incentives for teachers in areas of high need.

We need you in California. It's easy to get here
For more information, call toll-free
1 888 CalTeach (888-225-8322) or visit
our website at www.caheach.coi.

Feet Friendly Service, with Convenient Drive-thru.
Must

CalTeach
Left Coast. Right Job"
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$20,000 can be
better spent
elsewhere

► News Quiz

Plugging in the Pres

Unless they've been around for a while.
department secretaries don't make
that much. Neither do library assistants or records clerks. Some security
guards and campus police officers don't
make that much.
And the majority of facilities services
workers? Forget it Their yearly salaries really are not even that dose.
What's the magic amount' $20,000 — the
figure administrators gave out to students
who suffered through the power outage Feb.
22 through 24.
The problem is not that administrators did
everything within their power to help make
students more comfortable. They did —
President Glasser even lent students her
own blankets and sheets from the Blanton
House when they were temporarily displaced from their rooms. She and other
administrators served breakfast and university workers slaved around the clock to get
the power back on.
So what is the problem?
The problem is that although $25 per student will replace a lot of ruined food, that
$20,000 could go a long way toward making
students more comfortable in other arenas,
and toward making university life better all
around.
$20,000 is the amount being spent to renovate the Powell Building to make it more comfortable for students. $20,000 could buy about
25 state-of-the-art brand-new computers.
It could also buy 14 treadmills to put in
Eastern's $7 million wellness facility (which
is short of funding to begin with), 44 washers
or dryers for residence halls at about $450 a
piece, and could pay for flashing inset light
systems at three crosswalks on campus.
$20,000 would go a long way toward
addressing faculty and staff salary adjustments — faculty adjustments alone will cost
the university 21/2 times that much this year.
Not only that but administrators across
the board have acknowledged that the electric structures Eastern is operating on are
more than 40 years old and aging fast — the
most recent outage is widely acknowledged
as the worst they've ever seen. So why not
spend that $20,000 making sure the system
gets more than the renovations already
planned, so in the future students don't have
to go days without power?
Even though students should be grateful
that administrators are acting with their
interests in mind, they should also be aware
that the money some got in their mailboxes
March 1 could have been spent in ways that
would have had longer-lasting, further-reaching ways on campus.

OK. boys and girts. It's time to
test your knowledge of what's
going on at Eastern. If you
don't know the answers, don't
worry. Just go to
'
www.eastemprogress.com and you
can cheat.

V 5

Is the Kentucky
the state cigarette

tax?
a) $10
b) 41 cents
c)$l

Public Safety have?

a) 20
b)6

c)3

What Items must
$

a) Fresh chocolates
b)Beer
c) Plenty of blankets and pillows for
power outages

Glasser has big job ahead, needs our support

i

stock hi hsc office?

but must be dealt with now more than
ever dropping enrollment tight budgets,
and demands for more money from all
around.
Call it whatever you want — Eastern
She has been visible on campus since
President Joanne Glasser is getting
making the move from Maryland in two
installed tomorrow.
Installed ... kind of like plugging in the days, bringing her daughter with her.
She's been talking to people, getting to
newest piece of hardware. Kind of like
know Eastern and getting to know stuupdating a system that needs a jump
dents.
start
But now, she's getting plugged in —
There have only been nine presidents
plugged in to the university that selected
before her Roark. Crabbe, Coates,
her as its 10th president Even though
Donovan, ODonneD, Martin, Powell,
she's been around since October, tomorFunderburk and Kustra.
row at 3 p.m.. Glasser's reign becomes as
Nine men who helped lay the foundation — the groundwork for the system, if official as it gets.
So like any new piece of hardware, the
you will. They had to guide Eastern
through different times in its history, fac- list of issues she's been dealing with
requires some backup. She cancelled
ing different problems unique to their
eras. Maybe it was an expanding student classes tomorrow afternoon so students,
body, a campus in need of new buildings, faculty and staff members could come to
the focus of what she's been calling a celor making the historic move from a norebration of Eastern.
mal college to a state university.
In return, campus should come out
Now, it's up to Glasser to provide the
same guidance and leadership. She faces and watch — after all, it's only the 10th
a mix of problems — little shorts in what time anybody's been installed in
Eastern's history. The system needs
should be a smooth-running circuit
everybody's support
Those problems aren't necessarily new,
nauguration. Coronation. Initiation.
Swearing-in. Investiture.

Kevin MartrvProgress

A
Thess wkMwr docs dM what
\' j»\ before using ths Lancaster
^P^^ Ave. crosswalk?
a) Looked both ways.
b) Used the flashing inset lights.
c) Looked straight down at the road
and did not pay attention to traffic.

► Campus Comments
Eastern inaugurates its 10th president tomorrow. Assistant photo editor Audi Lindenmayer asked students if they planned on attending the ceremony and other events.
REBECCA
SPARKS

C

I am going to
the presidential
ball with my
friends to have
fun and dance.

Hometown.
London

Accounting
Year Freshman

Elementary ed.
Year: Junior

L

a/
I'm going to
the installation
because it is a
wonderful
opportunity to
participate in
EKU's history.

Nicholasville
Major English
teaching
Year: Junior

I'm going to the.
inauguration
and the reception to support
President
Glasser
because she
supports the
students.

I'm going to the
reception, the
inauguration
and ball to support President
Glasser and to

Unfortunately,
I won't be able
to go because I
have a lot of
studying to do
for classes.

Business
administration
Year. Graduate

m

Elementary ed.
Freshman

► How to roach us
■hone: (859) 622-1881

E4*tf: prognMiOacs.exu.erM

To

FM:

(859) 822-2354

To place an ad
Display
Stephanie Autt. 622-1881

Gina Vaite, 622-1872
Accent
Ronica Brandenburg. 622-1862
ArtsaStuff
Cecil Smith. 622-1882
Old School and on the Edge
Jessica Griffin. 622-1882
Whets on Tap
Greg vitttow, 622-1882
Sports
Corey Hall. 622-1872
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Catherine Cunningham. 622-1881

To
Steve Richardson. 622-1578
To subscribe

Subscnpbons are available by mail at a
cost of $1 per issue; $20 per
semester;or $38 per year payable in
advance.

My turn A letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on canpus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000 words.
Authors can bring their columns to the Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication.
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
the Progress at progressOacs.eku.edu or faxed to the office
at (859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of the Progress reserves the right to edit
columns and letters for length.

Who's That
Katie Wertkamp, 622-1872
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Women's sports have come far Event planned to honor Daniel Pearl

ERIN
MICHALK
UyTum
Erin MfchaNk ■
a junior Engaah
I major from
LouMvUa.

WDmaGray
Sanders of Syfvisa, standing at six
feet tall was a natural on the basketball
court. Playing center, she aggressively defended
her high school team's goal and dominated the aeon
board with flawless bank shots.
While talented in her own right, she was always a team player
and added to the strength of the school's athletics and reputation/The
second oldest of six children. Wilma had to balance playing time with
helping around the bouse. Often times she missed school on Mondays to
assist her mother with the wash, an alklay project without running water
or electricity.
Her story is amazing not because of the hardships she endured or
the talent that she brought to the court, but the fact that she was allowed
to play at all. Wilma Gray, my grandmother, was born in 1911. nine years
before women were even allowed to vote.
Women's athletics have often struggled for recognition. Remember
"A League of Their Own?" Imagine trying to convince others you were a
serious athlete in one of those skirts.
Or what about the "Battle of the Sexes" between BilUe Jean King and
Bobby Riggs? The challenge arose when Riggs claimed that women
could never be the players that men were because they were weak and
inferior and "just women." History, however, has proven otherwise.
Eastern's Lady Colonels have had a spectacular season and we should
commend them for their hard work and leadership. Success doesn't
come from winning or losing a game, it results from taking the opportunity and breaking the boundaries.
Our ladies also made history this weekend: their game was the second overtime contest for a women's game in the history of the OVC tournament; the last one was in 1988. Their commitment to athletics.
Eastern, and to each other is an inspiration to us all. Congratulations!

JAME VWSON
a* rum
Jamte Virtson is
a junior journalism major trom
Mt Sterling. She
is the president
of the Eastern
student chapter
of Vie Society of
Professional
Journalists

Would you die for your job? Every
day. hundreds of journalists risk
their lives to bring people the
news. In fact, according to www.freedom
forum.org, in the year 2000 alone, 26
reporters lost their lives.
According to the she. "Five (of the 26)
were killed in armed conflicts: four were
killed in accidents.* The remaining 17
were "targeted for death." Joe L'rschel,
senior vice president and executive director of the Neweaum said in a freedomforum.org article.
Each year. The Freedom Forum holds
a ceremony remembering journalists who
have died — and each year the list of
names on the Freedom Forum's
Journalists Memorial gets longer, despite
the fact the site says the number of
reporters killed decreased by 14 in 2000
compared to 1999.
There would be a temptation to say ...
that's progress." Charles Overby, chairman and executive officer of The Freedom
Forum said in a freedomforum.org article.
"But every year that any name has to go
up, there is not progress. It means that
somewhere in the world there are forces
out there who will kill people to keep the
truth from getting out"
This year is no exception. Barely into
2002. Wan Street Journal Reporter Daniel
Pearl lost his life while covering the war
on terrorism — his name will be one of
many added to die memorial for 2002.
According to an article from the
Associated Press, Pearl was taken hostage
a little more than a month ago by "Islamic
extremists in Pakistan after arranging to
interview the leader of a radical Muslim
faction with purported ties to al-Qaida terrorist network and terror suspect Richard
C Reid. arrested in December on a Paris-

Miami flight. Reid allegedly boarded with
explosives in his shoes."
It was later determined that Pearl was
executed by bis captors who videotaped
his death. Pearl, only 38. had been with
the Wall Street Journal for 12 years, and
had reported from both the U.S. and Asia.
He had been stationed in India for the past
year as the Journal's bureau chief for
South Asia, according to the AP.
March is "Freedom of Information
Month." As president of Eastern's Society
of Professional Journalists. I am inviting
the entire campus to join in a candlelight
vigil at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the area
between the Powell and Keen Johnson
buildings.
The ceremony wflj consist of a befl ringing to honor Pearl and other journalists
who have recently lost their lives fighting
for the public's right to know.
Without journalists, there would be no
one to serve as "watchdogs."
Journalists fill our newspapers and
newscasts with important information
about things like education, foreign affairs
and the government
Reporters Eke Pearl risk everything for
us in an attempt to make our lives better
and see that certain things in society are
changed.
It's important to understand that without reporters, there would be no news.
Our newspaper pages would be blank, the
airwaves silent and the public would be
left in the dark.
This event not only will serve as a
memorial for Pearl and other journalists,
but as a way to create campus awareness
about the importance of freedom of information. Please join SPJ Wednesday in honoring those who have sacrificed their lives
for us.

► letters to the editor
Fraternity-free student
other. I made great friends from
draws Greek criticism
classes, my baseball teams and
This letter is in response to
"Fratemhy-Free student" Jason
Herman's article in The Eastern
Progress last Thursday.
There seems to be a war brewing in The Eastern Progress
between Greek and Non-Greek
students. All the arguments presented are invalid because this is
not what it is supposed to be
about
I am a proud member of Tau
Kappa Epsilon Fraternity, but for
three years prior I was a proud
student independent of the Greek
system. My experiences on both
ends of the spectrum have taught
me a great deal about college life
and have better prepared me for
my future after college.
As an independent student I
experienced a freedom like none

Myers was inspirational teacher
One of the great champions of Eastern
Myers was a still teacher.
Kentucky University, Dr. Thomas
And aft. r we graduated. Dr. Myers
would not \JW us to leave Eastern behind.
Myers, passed into the hands of the
Thi ugh constantly introducing one
Father this past weekend.
generation of Eastern student leadWe both first met Dr. Myers in
ers to another, he built a network of
the late 70s when we were
graduates and students that today
involved in student government at
spans several decades of Eastern
Eastern. By that time, Tom had
already distinguished himself at
graduates from across Kentucky and
the country.
the university as a professor and
And for all of us in the extended
as vice president of student
family of the man we called "Papa
affairs.
Bear," Tom Myers never missed a
One of his roles as vice presimilestone in our lives. He was
dent of student affairs was to be
always there for us, in good times
the university adviser to student
Tom
Myers
and bad, offering advice and coungovernment He reveled in that
sel. From child rearing to career
role, guiding us in a way that had
less to do with university policies and stucounseling, he always had a lesson to teach
dent positions and more to do with teaching us. And of course, somewhere in the conversation he would tell us that he had a stuus lessons in leadership that would last for
dent at Eastern who he wanted us to meet
a lifetime. After all, at the end of the day,
After all. at the end of the day, Tom Myers
Tom Myers was still a teacher.
was still a teacher.
While we were focused on battling the
We visited with Tom and his wife, Betty,
administration to change dormitory "openhouse" rules which allowed members of the shortly before his death. He knew that the
end of his life was near, but rather than us
opposite sex into dorms only one hour a
comforting him, he had a couple of lessons
week (door open and feet on the floor —
left to teach us. In life, Tom had taught us
yes, those really were the rules then), Tom
how to succeed and now he was teaching
Myers was making sure that we fought the
us that a man might live in dignity when his
battle in a manner whereby we would learn
life is at an end. Even at the end of his life,
valuable lessons for our careers and lives.
Tom Myers was still a teacher.
At the time, those battles seemed like
We've lost a member of our family.
the most important issues in the world.
Eastern has lost one of its largest heroes.
Tom made sure that they were merely
Future generations of Eastern students
lessonsfrom which we would learn how to
have lost a mentor. Heaven has gained a
handle life's many challenges after graduagreat teacher.
tion. After all, at the end of the day, Tom

JOHN COOPER
AND
RICK ROBINSON
UyTum
John Cooper
("79) of
Georgetown
was a student
member of the
EKU Board of
Regents 197879 and was an
appointed member of the board
in 1987-91.
Rk* Robinson
('80) of
Ft. Mitchell was
a student member of the Board
of Regents In
1979-80.

through dormitory life. I participated and excelled in intramural
sports, academics and social
encounters.
I am in no way implying that I
was free from all responsibility,
because I still had a job. a car payment and my parents to answer
to. But I felt that there was always
something better and I wanted to
explore all areas of college fife.
There is so much to do in college it is unbelievable, but many
students do not take full advantage of their potential. I thought
that realizing my potential was to
become a "joiner," one of those
people that divide their time
between many different activities
but fail to be fully committed to
any one in particular. I found this
kind of activity to be very detri-

mental to my personal goals of
fully experiencing college life, ft is
virtually impossible to involve
yourself in every aspect of college
life and the fact remains that you
were never supposed to in the
first place.
I always discounted fraternities
as being purely social organizations whose main objective was to
exclude themselves from their
institution and their peers who
were not associated with the
Greek system. I saw fraternity
brothers as instruments of
destruction toward themselves
and their respective schools. I
was without doubt, anti-fraternity.
This past year, I returned to
Eastern Kentucky University after
a long stint at two other collegiate
institutions in various parts of tile
see Letters to the Editor, A10
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Wednesday March 13
1st Annual Beer Pong Tournament

Corrections

$10 Entry Fee per team (2 person teams)

The Eastern Progress will publish clarifications and corrections as
needed on the Perspective pages.
If you have a correction, please send it to the editor by noon Monday before
publication on Thursday.

• 1st Place: up to $200 cash
• 2nd Place: $50 Bar Tab
• 3rd Place: Pat on the back

Sign up at Big Easy before
Tues. March 12.
For more Info call 624-5314

NIGHTLY SPECIALS
MESSAGE BOARD

What are you going to do with the money sent to you if you were
one of the power outage victims? Do you think the $20,000 should
be spent on other projects or better maintenance?
To join the debate, go to
<wwui easternprogress. com>

i

7 - 8 p.m.
4 for 1 (Wells Only)
3 for 1 (Wells Only)
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►totters to the editor
contkmrd from A9
country, and a full-time job in
New York City. The thought
■ever crossed my mind that I
would EVER initiate into a social
fraternity, especially this late in
my colegiate career, considering
my distrust at fraternal organizaIt was not until I returned to
Eastern that 1 was truly awakened
to the opportunities that fraternity
life had to offer. After spending
tune with brothers from many of
the different fraternities we have
here on campus. I realized that I
realty knew very little about what
fraternity was all about
The true scope of brotherhood
far exceeds anything that can be
codified in any mission statement
or in any set of principles. It is
also too immense a proposition to
fully explain to anybody the
unwritten values that we hold ourselves to.
All I can really offer is my testament to what I believe the ideal
fraternity to be. The ideal fraternity consists of a group of men who
want to help themselves be better
by helping each other become
better. Men who support one
another, and motivate one another to pursue a variety of activities
that they would have never have
thought to participate in before.
We are able to learn from each
other so that we may be better
prepared to teach others. By joining together, we have armed ourselves with the tools of success.
How we choose to use these tools
hes exclusively within each individual.
Contrary to the definition of
"fraternity" that you may find in a
dictionary, they are not comprised
of men who share common goals
and interests. The great thing
about fraternities is that every
body has different opinions and
different objectives about what
should be done and bow to do it
I agree with the statement that
Greek organizations may not be
realizing their full potential.
However, it is also true that as
human beings nobody can ever
realize their full potential This
would make us perfect and nothing is ever perfect The best we
can hope for is to continually
strive for perfection, while at the
same time submitting to the fad
that we can never attain it
When our IFC president

claimed that fraternities and
sororities were "no better then
anybody else." I agree with him
because we are a representation
of everybody. Yes. it is true that
there is selectivity among fraternities and sororities to the extent
that only those who want to
involve themselves in striving
towards our goals of a better society and who wish to achieve these
goals by directly engaging in specifk- activities, should be considered for membership.
There is no Utopia here on
earth and it would be extremely
ignorant of us to think there is.
Greeks everywhere need individuals who want to intervene in the
establishment of a better world. A
worM without poverty, a world
without war and a world without
hale.
Anybody who holds these
ideals is already a member of the
fraternity system, but on a much
larger scale. The only difference
between organized fraternities
and the rest of you are that we
have chosen to organize aad combine our efforts in hopes that our
dreams will be attained more easily.
Tony Borgia
Tau Kappa Epsilon

Progress alum disagrees
with Dailey letter
I am writing this letter in
response to a letter submitted by
Eastern professor Dr-David W.
Dailey to the Progress about a)
crosswalks, b) plus/minus grading system and c) his unsolicited
"English" lesson.
First of all. nite" is not a word,
night is. Does Mr. Datiey use
Miller's spelling of "ite" to
describe something with itt Itweight?
Secondly, the crosswalk on
Lancaster is not safe. It never has
been safe and until a catwalk is in
place or some type of traffic light
or alternate path is paved for students it never will be safe. I have
always been told that pedestrians
have die right of way. I only pray
that no student or faculty member
happens to be in the crosswalk
when you come through.
I would also like to take this
opportunity to use my skills as a
copy editor and offer a little
English lesson to Mr. Dailey. He
wrote: "And drivers in the area

condone it I've seen many 'drives'
stop for a crosswalk with no one
ta sight." I believe what Dailey
may have meant to say was "drivers," because I have never
known drives to stop for people
anyway, but drivers do ... seethe
difference.
If the plus or minus system
only affects students by a few
tenths or even hundredths why
did they change it in the first
place? If it's no big deal, why not
get rid of it. after all students
should be priority one.
And I hate to dwell on details,
but there was an error in this portion of Mr. Dailey s letter too. He
wrote: " ■ •■ GPA's were only
effected by tenths OF even hundredths oi a point " Let me jump
out on a limb again and try to
interpret what he may have meant
to say. I think he meant to say,
"GPA's were only effected by
tenths OR even hundredths of a
point"
And while GPAs may not be
high on employer's lists, a solid
GRE score combined with a student "s-GPA play a large role in
being accepted into graduate programs.
Lastly. I am a former sports
editor for the Progress so I know
what it takes to have 16 hours of
classes, a part time job and work
20-25 hours each week on The
Progress.
I have only a few words of
advice for Mr. Dailey — the next
time you find an error in a story,
an ad or anywhere else in The
Progress remember one thing —
this is a student publication and in
many cases the students are new
to the business and mistakes are
going to happen. I know what it
feels like to see a mistake in print
... it burns.
So, please know that no one in
The Progress organization intentionally misused the word "your"
just the way I'm sure you never
meant to misuse the word "drives" or "or or "nite" — think
about it You have a doctorate
degree and you made three mistakes in your print, I think a mistake by a sophomore or junior
undergraduate student is a little
bit more acceptable than one
made by a man with your educational background.
So, if you would like someone
to proofread your letters before
you submit them for publication,
please contact The Progress

office — they know how to reach
me.
Jeremy Stevenson. Class of 2000
Managing editor. Fort Campbell
Courier
Fort Campbell. Ky

Check Out Our

Vegetarian
ishes

Call The Progress
@ 622-1881

We've Got

Clay resident mad about
outages, construction

The power outages at Clay Hall
last week were not that unusual.
The amount of time we spend
"kept in the dark" is unacceptable.
There are weekly, if not more
often, fire alarms which go
"unsolved." If the person that was
pulling the alarms at 3 JO am.
would be caught, then we might
get some sleep.
But the staff of the hall says
dial "We can't do anything, we
don't know who is doing it." If die
RAs would come out of their
rooms right when the alar
sounds, they would be able to
know who pulled the alarm. This
is because their rooms are located
at the middle of the haDway
where an alarm is located; also,
they can see down the hallway to
the other alarm pull box.
Another thing that is really
beginning to bother me is all of
the construction. We came back
at the beginning of the semester
to find that we could not enter the
front doors of the building due to
construction. Despite frequent
questions, I have yet to find out
what they are doing and why they
have to start drilling through the
walls.
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Angry Clay Hall Resident,
Andrew Westermeyer

Thanks to all who donate
to NSN clothing drive
On behalf of die Nursing
Student Network I would like to
thank the people that helped make the Hope Center food and
clothing drive a major success.
We collected many trash bags full
of clothes and food. If you have
any questions or comments on
how NSN can improve the next
drive, please feel free to contact
me at jrlogs@hotmail.com
Thanks and God bless,
James R. LoKsdon
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Wellness month offers free massage, health screenings
BVGMAVAU

Blood pressure facts:

Newseditor

Fitness and wellness — it's not just something students learn in health classes for
credit any more. Today, a healthy lifestyle
with a balance of fitness and wellness is a fad. something that students spend extra money and extra
time on to try and create the perfect body image.
However, fitness and wellness is more than just
going to die gym and lifting weights, or finding the
quickest and easiest diet to shed a few pounds.
It means finding a healthy balance in several
aspects of life: spiritually, emotionally, physically and
nutritionally. For some students, finding this equilibrium may be difficult
The month of March is dedicated to students who
can't find that healthy lifestyle they've been searching for and also to those who have found that
lifestyle but can't seem to keep it balanced.
Sandra Medley, a staff psychologist in the
Counseling Center, said the month of March has
been dubbed "Wellness Month."
The goal of the month is to offer some fun activities to convey educational information about wellnew issues that translate into making healthy decisions,'' Medley said.
"Students are concerned with their health," she
said, "we want to offer alternative lifestyles for substance use, abuse and misuse. One way of promoting
alternatives is promoting wellness."
Medley, who is also the chair of the Substance
Abuse Committee, said March was chosen because
it is close to spring break; a time when students are
faced with decisions about alcohol and other substances use and sexual choices that they might not
be subjected to on a regular basis.
The SAC has teamed up with other campus organizations and committees to provide students and
faculty with information and options to create a more
healthy lifestyle.
The event kicked off this Tuesday with "Love
Your Body Day,* an event that included a health
screening for all faculty and students who were concerned about their health.
Medley said the event was to "concentrate on
healthiness for your body."
During the event, nutritional counselors were on
hand to give safe dieting and healthy eating advice.
Melissa Cozart, another counselor was available to
give an eating disorder screening. Other opportunities that were available were blood lipid screening,
blood pressure and cholesterol screenings and skinfold tests.
Massage therapists were on hand to de-stress students and faculty members by giving free massages.
"It feels like they are massaging all my muscles at

Why should you check if?
High Wood pressure can
cause heart and kidney disease and possibly a stroke.
130/85 is a healthy rate.
What do the numbers
mean? The first number is the
systolic rate (your heartbeat)
and the bottom number is the
diastolic rate which is the rate
that your heart takes in blood.

Ban Ptasalngar, a 21-year-oM Junior, took time out for a full-body massage on Tuesday. He stood in Nne for
20 minutes to get his time with the massage therapist. Here he is getting the kinks worked out of his legs.

once, especially in my back," said Ben Plessinger, a
21-year-old junior computer science major from
Richmond. He stood in the 20-minute-long line to get
his treat.
"Massage therapists are our big draw. We're
looking at physical health to connect to your emotional health. If you take care of yourself, it helps you
think better and feel better," Medley said.
If a free massage didn't call your name to the
Powell lobby on Tuesday, maybe the sound of extra
credit or free stuff ringing in your ears will draw yuu
near (as if you won t be enticed enough by trie
name).
"Sex Fest "02" will take place in the Powell
Building on March 13. The event, created by Todd
Hall's hall staff, will focus on everything from abstinence and safe sex to sex toys.
There will be several guest speakers, informative
discussions and simulated "sex games" that will
teach participants about sexually transmitted diseases and other aspects of sexual relationships.
The events win conclude with the Eastern version
of "Loveline," the popular TV and radio show that
gives relationship advice to adolescents and adults.
"Loveline" begins at 9 p.m.
Besides free food and drinks, condoms will be

passed out as well as the opportunity for extra credit
in classes. Check with your professors to see if they
will honor extra credit for attending.
Finally, during this month, the counseling center
and SAC would like to promote alcohol awareness
through an interactive CD ROM that helps the user
find out what his drinking limits are. After logging
on, the user is given scenarios that he must make
crucial decisions to get himself out ol
The CD is available on all computers in the
Powell lab and is a!"f W?fflblr tfl iillCGfc BBt B* the.
Student Development office.
Medley also wanted to remind students that the
Counseling Center will be running it's regular hours
throughout the month. The hours are from 8 a.m. to
6 p.m. Monday through Thursday and 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. on Friday. Anybody with questions or concerns
about health issues can call at 622-1303 or stop by
trie office in room 202 of Weaver Gym.
"Students can always come for any concerns they
have, especially relationship concerns. We deal with
sexual assaults, eating disorders and substance
abuse," Medley said.

If s not what you think: "Sex Fest"
puts new spin on sex education
BY ROMCA BRANOENBURG

Accent editor

We all see the programming
signs that hang in the dorms
and buildings. They advertise
educational programs and try to entice
students to come by offering free food.
One such program this month offers
free food, but it also offers other free
stuff. Like free sex ... simulated games
that is.
"Sex Fest '02", sponsored by Todd
Hall's hall staff and the Substance Abuse
Committee, is an educational program
with a twist. The event, part of
"Wellness Month", will be held from 5
p.m. to 9 p.m. March 13 in the first floor
of the Powell Building.
The festivities will include "Sex
Bingo" and other simulated games that
show how quickly STDs are transmitted. Free condoms will be passed out
and other information will be distributed
to those who attend.
Several campus and local agencies
and groups will set up informational
booths to talk about abstinence and safe
sex.
Some representatives at the booths
will include Mountain Maternal, who
will offer information about birth control, the After Dark Co.,-who will empha-

size safe sex, and Alcohol Anonymous
(AA) and Narcotics Anonymous (NA)
who will discuss the relationship
between drugs and unsafe sex. Public
Safety will have a booth set-up to talk
about sexual assaults and representatives from the infirmary will be on-hand
as well to educate students about safe
sex.
When students arrive, they will be
asked to register by filling out a "Sex
Bingo" game card. They are to then go
to each booth and get a square stamped.
When all the squares are full, they can Condoms will be handed out at Sex Fest
'02. They are allowed to be used as "Sex
return it for a free T-shirt
The program's sponsors think that Bingo" game pieces, as well as safe sex.
this educational event is quite timely.
"I hope it will make students aware of
the things that can go on during spring nizing the sex fest while SAC has conbreak," said Misty Allen, an RA at Todd centrated on "Loveline."
Brandee Petrey, director of special
Hall. "Spring break is a time for fun. If
you're going to have fun, do it safely. programs for student affairs, is a memThings can happen, even if you think ber of the SAC. She hopes that not only
"Loveline" but also the entire line-up of
you're Superman."
After "Sex Fest '02", there will be a events will educate students.
"We are doing this to increase aware"Loveline" at 9 p.m. in the Powell lobby.
This will be much like the "Loveline" ness," she said. "We want to let people
that aired on MTV, including an anony- know that sex is not a bad thing, espemous way to voice your problems and cially if the person is knowledgeable
about it. Knowledge is power. By eduget the advice you need.
Todd Hall hall staff and SAC are co- cating yourself about sex, you are doing
something that is good for you."
sponsors of the event
Todd Hall staff is in charge of orga-

"Sex Fest '02"

When: 5 p.m.-9 p.m. March 13
Where: The Powell Building lobby
Cost FREE!!!

An*M UrOtrmtyv/Pioqm*
Vlnny Taneja, graduate student, takes the blood
pressure of an Eastern faculty member as a^art
of the Wellness Month actJvtties Tuesday.

Common STDs
Herpes
What in it?

Herpes is defined as any of several
acute mflammatory diseaaei, especialry herpes simplex caused by various
herpes viruses and characterized by
the eruption of small blisters on the
skin and mucous membranes.* There
are two types of herpes: Type 1 (Oral
herpes) is basically cold sores and
derives from the same virus that causes chicken pox. Type 2 (Genital herpes) consist of small warts devetoping
on the genitalia and surrounding

What are the symptoms?
Common symptoms for both men
and women are aa follows: Fever,
fatigue, soreness, swollen glands and
other flu-like symptoms.

What are the symptoms?
Stage one symptoms include sores
on the genitals, anus, rectum or
mouth. Stage two symptoms include
rash, scales on body, white patches in
the mouth, fever, sore throat and
swollen glands.

Gonorrhea
What is it?

Gonorrhea is a STD that affects the
genital area, reproductive system,
anus, throat and joints. It is defined as
a venereal disease characterized by
inflammation of the mucous membrane, especially those of the eye.*

What are the symptoms?

Symptoms include painful urination, rash, joint pain, rectal pain and
sore throat

Genital Warts

Chlamydia

What is it?

What is it?

Genital warts are also called
"Venereal disease" and "Condyioma".
They are basically self-explanatory:
warts on the genrtaha.

What are the symptoms?

In most cases, there are no symptoms other than the actual wart

Chlamydia is a widespread gonorrhealike venereal disease caused by a
bacterium.*

What are the symptoms?

Symptoms of Chlamydia include
painful urination, lower abdominal
pain, pain during intercourse and
lever.

Syphilis
What is it?

Syphilis la defined as an infectious
venereal disease transmitted by sexual intercourse. If untreated, it can lead
to disintegration of the heart, bones
and nerve tissue.*

m

'The definitions came from
"Webster's New World College
Dictionary, fourth edition". Other information came from umm.pa4es.nyu.edu.
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What'sorilap

First Weekend
buzzing at Eastern

viduals. $20 couples. Formal
attire Is preferred. Reserve
tickets at 622-1724 or in
Powell 132.

TODAY
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
"Celebration of EKU Excellence
In Scholarly and Creative
Work." Eugene Rice will discuss "Changing Faculty Roles
and the Future of the
American University" at 10
a.m. in Peart Buchanan
Theatre. "Posters.
Presentations, Performances,
Publications, and More" by
EKU faculty and students at
11 a.m. in the Keen Johnson
Ballroom. James Rhem will
show "A Teacher in the
Movies," a multimedia presentation, at 3 p.m. in Peart
Buchanan Theatre.

dedicated to relationships
BY GREG VIIIIIUW
"College students are moving
What's on Tap editor
from that iffy, dating kind of thing
to real relationship things, so it's
See what the buzz is all about really fun to get into that stuff
when Comedian Buzz Sutherland with them," Sutherland said.
performs at 7 p.m. Friday in the
In addition to performing more
Ravine.
than 1,000 college and university
The performance is part of shows nationwide, Sutherland has
Fust Weekend, sponsored by the appeared on HBO's "Comic
Office of Student Development.
Relief" and MTV's "Half Hour
Noted for his impression of Comedy Hour."
Other First Weekend events
Donald Duck in an x-rated
moment, Sutherland uses facial wiD be held throughout the week- 7:30 p.m.
expressions, crowd interaction end.
Kelli Carmean, Robert Topmiller
and David Zurick will present
and impressions to entertain his
Students can try their luck at
"Indigenous Land Rights: A
audience.
Casino Night at 9 p.m. Friday in
Global Perspective* in Moore
"My act ia basically a mix of the Auxiliary Gym of Alumni
impressions and characters that Coliseum.
116. The lecture is part of the
focus on my ability to use strong
Those who pay a fee to receive
Chautauqua Lecture Sanaa.
facial expressions and high imitation money can risk it all
impact humor without being too playing games like blackjack and 7:30 p.m.
dirty," Sutherland said.
roulette.
Campus Crusade for Christ in
Sutherland, an Alabama native
Proceeds will benefit "Up til
the Adams Room of the
who now lives in St Louis, Mo., Dawn." a fund-raiser for St Jude
Wallace Building. Everyone is
also does imitations of Bill Children's Research Hospital.
welcome.
Clinton. The Crocodile Hunter
Check out the schedule at
and other characters of his own www.firstweekend.eku.edu for a
creation.
full list of Fust Weekend activiLast day to drop full-semester
A large portion of his show is ties

FRIDAY

MONDAY
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Intramural flag football tournament sigTHips 8 a.m.-4:30
p.m. through Wednesday in
Room 202 of the Begley
Building. No entry fee.

TUESDAY

Casino Night in the Auxiliary Gym
of Alumni Coliseum. Proceeds
will benefit St. Jude s "Up 'til
Dawn."

7:30 p.m.
Edward B. Smith will present
"The Baron" as he portrays
Adolph Rupp at the Richmond
Area Arts Center at 399 W.
Water St. The event is part of
the EKU Center for Kentucky
History and Politics Lecture
Series.

SATURDAY

WEDNESDAY

8:30 i
President's Ball in honor of the
inauguration of President
Joanne Glasser in the Keen
Johnson Ballroom. Free for all
EKU students and one guest.
Non-student tickets $15 indi-

7:30 p.m.
Westminster Fellowship will be
held in Wallace 330. The
event is open to all Christians
on campus.

Student volunteers demonstrate kissing techniques in "The Art of Kissing"
Feb. 28 in the Keen Johnson Ballroom. Author Michael Christian facilitates.
classes or withdraw from the
university.

Spm

The inauguration of President
Joanne Glasser as EKU's
tenth president in Alumni
Coliseum. A reception will follow.
7-Ma.
Comedian Buzz Sutherland will
perform In the Ravine. This
First Weekend event is free.

Mi p*

Glyndon Tailors

oodu's

Pawn

103 South Third
859-623-1308

Live Music
Hie Swells

'Sale • Trade
Knives - Electronics

all alterations including:
•hem Jeans
• replace zippers
• repairs & buttons
• alter formats
• tuxedo rentals

"Bucket of Rods"
5 Rolling Rocks $6

*£-§
Mon^rfiTlO a.m. - 6 p.m. • Sat. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
623-0960
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► Tap the "Tap"
Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Greg
VTttitow at 622-1882
or by e-mail at
progress@acs.eku.edu.

*

■MART PHOTO CENTEF t
Come sec US AFTER SPRING BREAK!
March 22,23,24,25*!
Processing Film Until 2:00A.M.

35mm Film
24 Singles
27 Singles

$5.52
$6.21

Doubles
Doubles

$7.92
$8.91

15 Singles
25 Singles

$5.29
$8.19

Doubles
Doubles

$7.92
$10.69

APS Film

Prints From Digital Cameras
4"x6" Singles $.48 EACH

f
f
f
f

HAPPyHOUR
ALL DAY LONG
with EKU student
or Faculty X.O.
AN Appetizers 1/2 Price!
(Excludes Appetizer Combo)

Drink Specials
*J 0^ * 1094 Barnes Mill fid
'fa X& Richmond, KY

Universit

(859)624-4000

y Shopping Center

NEED EXTRA CASH
FOR SPRING RREAKP
Earn an extra $40+ a week at
BioLife Plasma Services
and help save lives while earning
extra money for fun in the sun!

f
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f
f
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THE AIR FORCE WANTS BOTH
YOU AND YO JR NURSING
CAREER TO GO PLACES.

Call for your appointment today!

624-9815
Nursing in the Air Force: exciting, rewarding, the best.
Best facilities, best benefits. Travel, training, advancement
and 30 days of vacation with pay; plus you may qualify for
a $5,000 bonus. If you're a registered nurse, Air Force
Nursing offers the best of everything.

V

To request additional information, call

U.S. AIR FORCE

1-800-%23-USAF or visit a1rforce.com

CROSS INTO TNE BLUE

Arts&Stuff

Cecil Smith, editor
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Greenlee
takes
choir to
Carnegie

Past, present and future in Giles
BY CECX SMITH

Arts&Stuff editor

Bv UHOTT GAHMAH
Copy editor

David Greeenlee, director of
choral activities, walks into choir
rehearsal in Foster 100. opens his
music and directs his students
with fervor and zest
He makes lively movements
and commands attention as he
tells them about their performance during President Joanne
Glasser's inauguration in Alumni
Coliseum .
Greenlee is also getting ready
to take a group of 27 Eastern students and three alumni to perform
on March 24 at Carnegie Hall in
New York City.
The Eastern students and
alumni will be part of a 145-voice
choir directed by Greenlee. The
group is composed of student
singers from Colombia Union
College. Takoma Park. Md.; Old
Dominion University. Norfolk.
Va.; and South Laurel High
School. London. Ky.
The choir will be accompanied
by four professional soloists and
the New England Chamber
Orchestra and perform Mozart's
The Solemn Vespers."
This is the second time that
Greenlee has directed at Carnegie
Hall. He first directed there three
years ago when he conducted a
200-voice choir comprised of
many Eastern students.
Greenlee says he is excited
about getting a second chance to
direct at Carnegie Hall, which he
says is the "epitome of the performance world."
"Carnegie Hall is truly one of
the most phenomenal perfor-
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Cool Smith/Progress
Dr. David Greenlee. directing one of his choral classes, will direct a 145voice choral group at Carnegie Hall in New York City, April 7.

mance halls in the world and
when you're on stage, you can't
help but to think of who has been
on this stage." Greenlee said.
"I am very excited, but also
sad, because Sept. 11 had unfortunately changed our world so
much, many students who
planned to go are not going anymore." Greenlee said.
The students who chose to
make the journey will have ample
free time to explore New York
City. The choir will practice in the
afternoon, allowing both mornings and evenings for sightseeing.
The students will be staying
about three blocks from Time
Square in die Hyatt Hotel. They
plan to take a dinner cruise
around the Statue of Liberty and,
of course, see some Broadway
shows.
Many of the students plan to
see Broadway shows, such as

"Mama Mia" and "42nd Street."
Many others will also try to go to
the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
David Letterman show and even
Hard Rock Cafe.
The choral group leaves for
New York City on March 21, but
will return to Eastern on March
25 to perform the same concert
for local audiences at 3 p.m. on
April 7 in Brock Auditorium.
Greenlee is retiring this spring,
after teaching for 40 years, 22 of
which have been at Eastern.
Some of Greenlee's former students will honor him at a banquet
at noon on April 6 in the Stratton
Cafeteria.
"It has been an honor to be a
part of a program that has been to
Carnegie Hall twice.
"I am grateful for being able to
provide my students with this
type of opportunity." Greenlee
said.

Eastern faculty and student
work is usually the main focus of
the Giles Gallery.
However, the latest exhibits
provide viewers with a glance at
the future of art with the annual
Bluegrass Regional High School
Art Show and a look into the faculty's persona] art collection.
The high school show is in its
17th year and represents an ever
evolving body of work from high
school living in the Bluegrass
region of Kentucky.
The exhibit will display nearly
300 works of art These pieces are
judged by the art faculty according to several criteria, including
imaginative content and overall
skill level.
"The quality of the work
improves every year. I think that's
because of the dedication to the
show that the art department
shows. Also, there are more
grade school art teachers," Julie
Bucknam. an Eastern art professor, said.
According to Bucknam. many
of the pieces far exceed the normal skill level of a high school
student
The media represented in the
show ranges from painting, computer graphics, cultural art,
ceramics, sculpture, textile, jewelry and metalsmithing, photography and printmaking.
The show is sponsored by
Kentucky
Art
Education
Association and Eastern and
opens at 2 p.m. on March 10 in
the Giles Gallery.
The faculty is also unveiling a
piece of their personal lives in
their first ever "Art Faculty
Collects" show.
The exhibit displays four to
five works from current and
retired faculty members' private
collections. Some of the artwork
is very personal to them.
Retired faculty member Don

Dewey included a print from one
of his professors when he was in
college.
Next to each display is a printed general statement about why
the faculty member chose these
works of art to show to the public.
Most of these statements give a
brief history of how and from
whom the work was acquired.
The exhibit itself has a general
statement, posted in die gallery,
explaining how this show is a
chance to show the more intimate
side of the faculty that stays hid
den all to often.
The faculty feel that their artistic side is .shown each day

through teaching, but their inner
workings stay hidden.
. Perhaps one of the most
intriguing pieces in the exhibit is
Eastern art department chair. Gil
Smith's, engraving by Giovanni
Battista Falda. The piece is Italian
and dates back to 1670. The
youngest of Smith's pieces is 120
years old.
The show began March 4, but
runs until tonight at 5 p.m. The
show is part of the inaugural activities and is also in conjunction
with "A Celebration of EKU
Excellence in Scholarly/Creative
Work" in Keen Johnson Hall this
morning and afternoon.

This painting is one of nearly 300 on display at the Giles Gallery. Julia
Bucknam, an Eastern art professor, says the exhibit gets better every year

STOP ALCOHOL
POISONING!
Brought to you by the
EKU SUBSTANCE ABUSE COMMITTEE
SYMPTOMS OF ALCOHOL POISONING
Person is unconscious or semi-conscious and
cannot be awakened. Cold, clammy, pale, or
bluish skin. Check to see if breathing is slow, less
than eight times per minute, or irregular, with
ten seconds or more between breaths. Vomiting
while "sleeping" or passed out, and not waking
up after vomiting.
IF A PERSON HAS ANY
OF THESE SYMPTOMS,
HE OR SHE IS SUFFERING
FROM ACUTE ALCOHOL
INTOXICATION.
Get help. Call someone, a staff member, an
ambulance, public safety, someone who can
help. Do not leave the person alone. Turn the
victim on her/his side to prevent choking in
case of vomiting. Always be "better safe than
sorry" if you are not sure what to do. How can
your friend be angry about you caring
for her or him?

\
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Love of art in family's blood
which she has altered by putting
on other pictures and tactile stimuli.
They dont look alike, but are
Valerie's emphasis is sculpoften confused within the art ture. She would like to intern at a
department. Their styles are var- steel forge in Tennessee and
ied but a love of art flows through work with ornamental iron after
the veins of the Pettys.
she graduates this year. She
Jackie. Shelly and Valerie Petty hopes to work on a master's
are all majoring in the art Jackie degree somewhere outside of
and Shelly are sisters who have Kentucky after she completes sevmoved around the United States eral internships.
because their father was in the
Shelly enjoys working with
Navy. They eventually moved to photography. She will graduate
Lexington, which is closer to next year and hopes to be able to
Nicholasville, their cousin work as a photojournalist someValerie's hometown.
where near Indianapolis.
Jackie is 23. Valerie. 22 and
"I'm not an art critic,* Shelly
Shelly. 21. Since they are so close said. "I can look at things and say
in age, they said it was natural if I like them and why, but I don't
that they have a close relation- like to critique other people's art"
ship, even if they lived far from
Though the sisters and cousin
each other.
are all very interested in art, they
The Pettys all have a different say their parents didn't really
approach to their art styles and raise them to be artistic. The only
work with different art tech- other artist in their family is
niques.
Valerie's mother, who also welds.
Jackie will be graduating this
"We were raised to be open,"
semester with a bachelor's degree Valerie said. "We found art on our
in art and emphasis on printmak- own."
ing. She hopes after her gradua"We don't all have the same
tion she that will get an internship style, but we can definitely see
at the Chicago Museum of Art
where the other is coming from,"
"I like people
Jackie said.
to be able to
All of the
touch and play
women have
with (my art),"
different
Jackie said.
approaches
Moct
of
toward their
Jackie's work
art, but they
appeals to differwould like to do
ent senses. She
a collaboration
keeps her art in
between
all
old suitcases
three of them.
and lets people
The Pettys
open and play
have not yet
with the conworked on a
tents, that they
single piece of
can see, touch
art together,
Andl Undtrvnflysr/ProQTMt but it is someand smell.
Some of the
thing they look
art inside her Each of the Petty women has this
forward
to
suitcases are tattoo of a Celtic knot to symbolize doing in the
playing cards unity and infinity.
future.
and
books.
All three say
BY KATIE WETTICAMP

Who's Thai editor
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We were raised to
be open. We
found art on our
own.
-Valerie Petty
Art major

»
they have been close their entire
lives. While Valerie was in
Kentucky, Jackie and Shelly
moved around with their parents.
They would send video letters to
Valerie and her brother to stay
dose. Valerie would then respond
back to them, also with video letters.
Once Shelly and Jackie moved
to Kentucky, they were able to
spend more time with Valerie and
their relationship became tighter.
Valerie was the first to attend
Eastern. Jackie was a transfer student from Lexington Community
College and Shelly came to
Eastern a year after Valerie.
All three women came to
Eastern because they liked the art
department. Valerie said she
came to an open house and loved
the art professors and thought
they were very helpful. On her
advice, Jackie and Shelly looked
at Eastern as a college prospect
"Since Valerie was here, there
was no motivation to go anywhere
else," Jackie said.
When they first started attending Eastern, all three women lived
on the same floor in Clay Hall.
Since then, Shelly and Jackie have
moved to a house together and
Valerie lives down the street
They still spend a lot of time

HEALTHY CHOICES FOR
SPRING BREAK
The Counseling Center and the Substance Abuse
Committee would like to wish each of you a safe and
fun Spring Break. If you're planning on traveling or
partying over the break, keep these things in mind:
If you're going to party, make a plan ahead of time and
use the buddy system - talk to your friends about what
you are and are not willing to do.
Let friends or family know where you're going to be.
Always keep a cell phone handy - if it's needed, 911
works anywhere.
Use designated, sober drivers or walkers for traveling to
and from the party.
Never leave your drink unattended.
Always go to the bathroom with a friend.
Always bring extra cash for an unexpected cab-ride home.
If you choose to have sex, keep contraception handy.
Always keep your possessions close at hand.
Don't wear extravagant jewelry.
Don't accept drinks from a stranger - know where they
are coming from.
Drink water to prevent dehydration - clubs often get very
hot.
Don't wander off alone or with a stranger.
Don't buy drugs - especially from strangers.
FYI: Your chances of being involved in a sexual assault
increase dramatically if you or those around you are using
drugs or alcohol.
If you choose not to use alcohol or drugs, you will
increase your chances of having a safe, fun Spring Break!

Am* Undenmayw/Progress
Shelly, Valerie and Jackie Petty take a break from their printmaking class in the Campbell Building Monday.

together, doing everyday activities such as laundry and working
on their art. Since they are all
working toward a bachelors
degree, they spend a lot of time in
class with each other.
Jackie is the president of the
Art Student Association. All three
have traveled together to different
cities to look at art museums with
the ASA. Through the organization the women have shown their
art on campus.
They also like to travel together on their own road trips. They
have taken road trips to New
Orleans, Cincinnati and many

other cities. While they are on
road trips they like to explore the
city and enjoy the local music
scene.
One thing all three share is a
love for body art All three women
got their tongues pierced together. They also share the same tattoo, a unity Celtic trinity symbol.
Though the girls are not Irish and
do not claim to be. they enjoy the
aesthetics of Celtic knot work.
They chose the tattoo because
it represents infinity and because
it has three parts to it to represent
each of them. They all have other
tattoos.

Valerie said almost 90 percent
of her body is covered with tattoos. Shelly's back is one big
Celtic knot mural. And Jackie has
the least amount of her body covered with tattoos. She has a few
Chinese characters on the back of
her neck as well as a few other
smaller tattoos. They all go to the
same tattoo artist, which they
refer to as their family tattoo
artist.
Once they all graduate they
still plan on staying close no matter the distance between them.
They expect to see the others succeed at their own artistic dream.

BY THE NUMBERS...
Here's how your campus newspaper stacked up in competition
with other Kentucky college newspapers at the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association, March 2. Congratulations to our
student staff.
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The presidents of Eastern: A century of progress

Rune Roark
1906-1909

John Crabbe
1910-1916

Thomas Coates
1916-1928

Herman Donovan
1928-1941

From Roark to Glasser Leaders make
positive changes on Eastern's campus
BY JESSICA GMFFM

Old School editor
When Joanne Glasser took
office
as
Eastern
Kentucky University
president last October, she
became the 10th person to hold
the highest office at this school.
As her inauguration day draws
near, let us take a look back at
previous presidents of this school
and what they accomplished during their terms.

Kuric Roark
In 1909 the Board of Regents
selected Roark as the first president of Eastern Kentucky State
Teachers College. At a salary of
only $3,000. Roark expanded the
physical plant and three university buildings: University. Miller
Gymnasium, and Memorial Hah.
Roark died in April of 1909.
and his wife Mary held the position of acting president until 1910,
when John Crabbe took office.

John Crabbe

Crabbe spent much of his six-

year term perfecting the library
and the physical plant. However,
he also improved Eastern's curriculum and dealt with school
finances.
During his tenure, many student organizations were founded
and maroon and white were chosen as school colors.
Crabbe resigned from the presidency in 1916.

William O'DonneU
1941-1960

the Great Depression. During this
time, Donovan sought out federal
programs that gave the university
the money to expand the physical
plant and open the Weaver Health
Building.
Donovan left Eastern in 1941
for the University of Kentucky,
where he also held office as president

William O'DonneU

The third president of Eastern
was Thomas Coates. Coates was
the first long-term president, holding office for 12 years. He saw
much change during his tenure,
including the school's name
change to Eastern Kentucky State
Normal School and Teachers
College, the construction of several buildings and the beginning of
The Eastern Progress.
Coates died while in office. He
was succeeded by Herman
Donovan in 1928.

William ODonnell held the
presidential office longer than
anyone else in school history. He
began his tenure in 1941, at the
start of World War 0, when the
school experienced a very low
enrollment. By 1946, however, the
enrollment was back up and the
school was thriving. At this time.
Eastern began offering degrees in
fields other than teaching.
O'DonneU saw the completion
of several buildings. Memorial
Science Building, Poster, Keith
and O'DonneU were among many
construction projects completed
during his tenure. Case Hall,
Brockton and Model School were
all in the planning stages when he
retired in 1960.

Herman Donovan

Robert Martin

Thomas Coates

Herman Donovan had the challenge of seeing Eastern through

Robert Martin, a graduate of
Eastern, stepped into O'DonneU's

JAlMtoeUtKtyflft^

Robert Martin
1960-1976

J.C.Powell
1976-1984

shoes after his retirement.
Martin's presidency was a period
of rapid growth for Eastern. He
was known as a builder because
so much expansion occurred during his time in office. Twelve
buildings including dorms, classroom buildings, athletic facilities
and other structures were completed during the Martin years.
Martin also had the mascot
changed from the Maroons to the
Colonels, separated the university
into five separate colleges and a
graduate school, and hired
numerous new faculty members.
Enrollment at the school dramatically increased while Martin held
office. It went from 3,000 when he
was inaugurated, to 13,400 at the
time of his retirement in 1976.

Hanly Funderburk
1984-1998

Robert Kustra
1998-2001

spotlight when Coach Roy Kidd
led the football team to its first
ever NCAA Division 1-AA title in
1979.
Powell retired in 1984. and
was succeeded by Hanly
Funderburk.

Hanly Funderburk
When Hanly Funderburk took
office in January 1985. he vowed
to "make a good university a better one." A long-range budgeting
plan was already in place but
enrollment was declining, there
were too many faculty members
and the physical plant needed
maintenance.
Funderburk was the right man
for the job. By 1991, enrollment
had increased to 16.000 and the
numbers were growing thanks to
the extended campuses in Corbin,
Manchester and Danville.
After 14 years. Funderburk left
the presidency in 1998.

J.C. Powell
Powell, who was an administrator of several different positions while Martin was in office,
was chosen (under a bit of criticism) as president in 1960. He
picked up where Martin left off;
polishing the accomplishments
that had already been set. During
his presidency, the Perkins building was completed and the
Hummel Planetarium opened.
Also during PoweU's term, the
Colonels were put in the national

Robert Kustra

During his short tenure as
president, Robert Kustra implemented several programs and
changes. The nine colleges were
merged into five, and the general
education curriculum underwent
scrutiny for reorganization.
Also while in office. Kustra

Joanne Glasser
2001-Present

started the "First Weekend" program to keep students on campus
during the weekends. He saw the
beginning of the construction of a
new student services building and
improved the athletic program.
Kustra announced his resignation in the spring semester of
2001 and took a job as a senior
policy adviser at the Council of
State Government shortly thereafter He was replaced by interim
president Eugene Hughes while
the Board of Regents searched for
a permanent replacement. They
selected Joanne Glasser last faU.

Joanne Glasser
Glasser is the first female president in the history of Eastern.
She left her position as executive
vice president of Towson College
in Maryland last year after she
was selected by the Board of
Regents to be the president of
Eastern.
In her five months in office.
Glasser has already set forth a
series of positive changes, such as
reimburse students for the recent
power outage.
Information from Eastern Archives
and Special Collection Web site.
Photos courtesy of Archives and
Milestone.
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; •-, 'Neither the Eastern of the
past nor the Eastern of the present will be adequate to the
demands of the future," said
Robert R. Martin, as he was
installed as the sixth president of
54-year old Eastern Kentucky
State College in ceremonies at
Hiram Brock Auditorium today.
"On this 17th day of
November in the year of our
Lord, 1960. I highly resolve to
use whatever ability God gave
me, coupled with the training

which I received at Eastern and
elsewhere, to the end that
Eastern may serve and to the end
that Eastern may continue to
develop, a vision of greatness,"
President Martin said in his presidential address, following the
administering of the oath of
office by Robert B. Bird, Chief
Justice of the Kentucky Court of
Appeals,
The ex-commissioner of
finance in Kentucky spoke to an
audience of approximately 2.500

including 140 delegates from colleges and universities throughout
the United States.
This was the second time in as
many days that Martin has dealt
with the theme of "vision." at
concerned with the future greatness projected for Eastern.
In this respect, Martin said,
"Certainly, if we are to attain a
vision of greatness, which is
habitual with the faculty, with the
students and with the people
whom Eastern serves, we must
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I . .
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50
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EKU Students get drink free
Children under 5 eat free
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360 Eastern ByPass • Richmond, KY

623-2264
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Former Eastern President Robert R. Martin is sworn in by Chief Justice
Robert Bird during his inauguration ceremony Nov. 17. 1960.
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give attention to the situation i.
which we find ourselves in the
world. We cannot escape the
tre'mendous tensions that test
our times."
Martin's iuauguiattmi marked
the first time a president has
been formally inaugurated a't
Eastern since 1928 when her
fourth leader; H.L. Donovan,
became
president.
W.F.
O'DonneU, the fifth administrator, was not inaugurated, due to
the outbreak of World WarlL . .
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Lady Colonels sent packing
78-77 OT loss to Austin Peay
could end team's season
BY CASSONORA KJWV

Assistant Sports editor

LOUISVILLE — Tears mixed
with the rain in Louisville
Saturday as the Lady Colonels
packed up and beaded home only
one point short of a victory
against Austin Peay, 78-77.
Eastern and Austin Peay split
regular season play with both
teams claiming a victory on its
home court. The Lady Colonels
picked up a 102-82 victory in
Richmond on Jan. 21. while the
Lady Govs sent Eastern home on
a last second shot in ClarksviUe.
Tenn. on Feb. 2.72-70.
The second overtime game in
the history of the Ohio Valley
Conference women's tournament
began as a battle from the lip-off
as both teams went on to tie
twelve times, the first at 2-2 on a
jumper by Austin Peay's Brooke
Armi stead.
After intertwining again at 4-4.
APSU mustered up a six-point
lead (10-4) before Eastern
answered, outscoring the Lady
Govs. 10-4. to knot the teams at
14. The Lady Colonels went on to
extend their lead by four. 22-18.
but Austin Peay refused to back
down as it tied the game for the
fifth time at 24-24. with 4:33 left in
the first half.
The two teams battled on for
the remainder of the half with the
Lady Govs taking the lead. 24-28.
before the Colonels slashed the
lead in half going into the break.
31-29.
"In the second half both teams
equaled out — we did that this
year," head coach Larry Inman
said. They match up pretty good
with us and we match up pretty
good with them and so it turns
into a shoot-out"
A shoot-out is exactly what the
second half turned into, as Austin
Peay opened it up with a 13-5 run
to go ahead by nine, 43-34, on a
layup by Jessica Ezcll. Eastern
refused to fade into the background, however, as it answered
with its own 13-1 run as Katie
Kelly nailed a jumper, putting the
Colonels up by one, 47-46.
Eastern continued to control
the game extending its lead to as
many as 10 as the cheering
Colonel fans leaped to their feet

with a score of 60-50. The Lady
Govs refused to back down as
they battled back with a 166 run
to tie the game at 6666. with 1:32
to go.
Eastern was left with a chance
to take the game as Kelly missed
a three-pointer that Austin Peay's
Kelly Chavez rebounded, but
turned over under the Colonels
basket. The ball didn't bounce in
favor of Eastern, however, as
senior Mikki Bond drove to the
basket missing a lay-up at the
buzzer and sending the game into
overtime.
In the extra period the
Colonels managed to tie the game
three additional times but could
not muster up enough strength to
take the lead. The two teams
intertwined for the last time at 7474. on a free throw by Kelly.
Austin Peay managed to push
its lead back up to four when
Paige Smith canned two from the
charity stripe before Smith fouled
Eastern's Bond on a three-point
attempt.
With a chance to pull within
one and only eight seconds left on
the clock. Bond nailed the first
shot but saw the second bounce
off the front of the rim. With only
one option left. Bond intentionally
missed the last shot as Synisha
Smith claimed the offensive
rebound but missed the put-back.
Bond came to the rescue, however, grabbing the rebound and
nailing the put-back cutting the
Lady Govs lead to one, 78-77, with
:03 left on the clock. The Lady
Colonels realized they had to
make the steal on the inbound
pass and nearly got it, before
Armistead hurled the ball to midcourt as time ran out for Eastern.
77-78.
After their defeat over Eastern,
the Lady Govs would go on to
claim the championship title of
the OVC Tournament with their
85-83 victory over Tennessee
"I just felt like Austin Peay
took care of business doing the
little things — I thought that was
the difference of the game."
Inman said. "I felt like we got out
rebounded, we didn't do a good
job at keeping them off the boards
and we didn't shoot well in the
first half."

Kevm Mania Progress
Eastern players from left to right. Candis Cook, Pam Garrett and Charlotte
Sizemore leave the court after their 78-77 overtime loss to Austin Peay on

"It's just very disappointing of
course, but somebody had to lose
and unfortunately it had to be us,"
Inman added.
Austin Peay was venomous to
Eastern from the charity stripe as
they hit 24-of-26 for the night,
including 12-of-12 in the extra
period, to give the Govs a 92.3
percent for the game. The
Colonels failed at the line, however, hitting just 12-of-23 free throw
attempts for 60.9 percent.
*
Kelly stepped up big for
Eastern as she led the team with
22 points, two assists, one
rebound and two steals, while hitting 8-of-9 from the free throw
line. Seniors Zoey Artist and
Smith each added 11 points in
their final outings as Colonels,
while Bond and Pam Garrett contributed eight points a piece in the
loss. Garrett also pulled down

three rebounds, handed out one
assist, and collected one steal,
while senior teammate Charlotte
Sizemore tallied a team-high 10
rebounds and added six points,
two assists, two blocks and one
steal in the win.
Sizemore. Eastern's leading
scorer with 12.7 points per game
and 6.7 rebounds per game, only
saw 28 minutes of play against
Austin Peay. In fact, Sizemore did
not play during the overtime period or in the latter portion of the
game leaving fans wondering
why. Inman says the team did not
put the senior in during the latter
portion of the game due to the
team's strategy.
"We went with our quicker
line-up and that is why she
(Sizemore) didn't play in the latter
part of the game," Inman said. "I
felt like their (Austin Peay) quick-

Men looking
forward after
rough season
BYCOHEVHAU.

Sportsedttor

It was a rough season for the
Eastern men's basketball team
as they missed the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament for the
fourth consecutive season after
compiling a 7-20 overall record,
with a 3-13 conference mark. But
there are reasons for Colonel
fans to keep the faith.
Even with the departure of
three starters, the team will
return its three most productive
players with junior Shawn Fields
and freshmen Michael Haney
and Ben Rushing next season.
Fields led the team in scoring,
averaging 16.4 points a game
which also ranked sixth in the
conference, but showed signs of
inconsistency in several games.
"Sitting out last year, Shawn
put on a lot of rust," head coach
Travis Ford said. "He needs to
stay in shape and come in here
over the summer in tip top
shape."
Haney was second on the
team in scoring, averaging 11.7
ppg while leading the team in
rebounding as a freshman with
seven a game. He recorded four
double doubles on the season.
Rushing also had an outstanding freshman year as he ended
the season fourth on the squad
in scoring with his 9.2 ppg. He
knocked down a team leading
90.6 percent of his free throws
and made 35 percent of his three
points attempts.
"Even though Rushing scored
a lot of points this season, his
shot selection was suspect,"
Ford said. "We just have to work

»

on taking better shots."
Along with these three, the
Colonels will get some muchneeded size inside with the
return of seven foot center Tim
Volpenhein who sat out all season because of knee surgery.
Volpenhein will add much needed muscle inside to allow Fields
and Haney to focus more on the
offensive side.
After shooting a league low
40.7 percent this season. Ford
and his staff are going to be
expecting a lot out of the team
this off season.
"This is one of the most
important off seasons I've been
apart of," Ford says. "We have to
work on our shooting definitely,
but we also have to become better jumpers and work on our lateral quickness."
But according to Ford, the
key to this off-season will be the
development of freshman center
Richard Sadler, who showed
flashes of brilliance this season
but was very inconsistent.
"We need Sadler to become a
oack-to the basket player for us,"
Ford said. "He can be that inside
scorer that we really need."
Even with a 7-20 record, the
team beat OVC champions
Murray State soundly on Jan. 26,
and lost three conference games
that they should have won.
The two losses to Tennessee
State were by a total of four
points and the home loss to
Southeast Missouri was just a
total team let-down.
The Colonels came into the
contest winners of four straight
and on the verge of moving up in
the conference standings but it
just wasn't meant to be. SEMO

i

Saturday. Sizemore. the team's leading scorer and rebounder on trie season, only saw 10 minutes of action in the second halt and overtime.

ness was hurting us."
However. Kelly, a sophomore,
stepped into Sizemore's shoes
playing more minutes and scoring
more points than any other
Colonel.
"It's my job as a point guard to
take control of the offense and to
get the team going — but it just
didn't happen." Kelly said. "We
just got out rebounded and I think
that hurt us a lot down the
stretch."
The Lady Govs had three players reach 20-plus points:
Armistead with 26.. Ezell with 22.
and Gerlonda Hardin with 20.
Hardin scored 18 of her points
after the first half and pulled
down a game-high 13 rebounds.
Inman attributed Austin Peay's
success partly to its center,
Hardin, and her second half play.
"She (Hardin) is a horse."

Inman said. "She's a nice big player and it made it difficult for us.
She was a big factor in the overtime win. especially her rebounding and her free throws."
Although Hardin may have
contributed to the Colonels' loss.
Inman felt that it just was not one
nt I-..istern's better games.
"We didn't have overall good
team play." Inman said. "From top
to bottom it was just not one of
our better games and they had
something to do with that."
The Colonels' loss to Austin
Peay may not mark the ending of
their season. Eastern hopes its
season (22-7) is solid enough to
earn a post-season tournament
bid to the NCAA or WNIT. which
begin next week. The Colonels
will learn their fate on Sunday
when the NCAA tournament field
is selected.

Softball hits stiff
competition out west
BY LEE CASWELL

File Photo/Progress
Coach Travis Ford didn't have much to smile about this season. But with
12 players returning next season, things are looking up.

shot 67.9 percent in the second
half to earn a season sweep of
the Colonels.
"It was very disappointing to
miss the tournament again this
year." Ford said. "We let some
good opportunities slip us by.
But that had a lot to do with
immaturity and inconsistency."
Knowing how to win comes
with experience, and these
tough losses can only help a
young squad get better.
Not including incoming freshman, Ford and staff will boast a
roster next season that includes
four seniors, one junior and
seven sophomores.
With twelve players returning
to next year's squad. Ford still
believes he needs to find some
scoring on the recruiting trail.
"We desperately need to find
some offense," Ford said. "We
only shot 40 percent this season.
It doesn't matter how good of
defense you play, if you can't

score, you're not going to win."
Ford has compiled a 14-39
record in his two seasons.
' Considering the circumstances,
that's not all that bad. His predecesor, Scott Perry, compiled a
19-61 record in three seasons.
Ford's second season as
Colonel coach was deemed
underachieving, while his 7-19
team of a year ago overachieved.
"I believe the program took a
step forward," Ford said. "We
won more conference games
then last year (three this season,
compared to only one last year),
that was something we wanted to
do, We took over a program thai
won nine names in two fears; are
won 14. so that's an impi
meat
This is more difficult then I
thought," Ford went on to say.
"It's not going to be a quick fix,
this conference is tough to win
in quick."

Sports writer

Next game

The Eastern Kentucky
University Softball team traveled
halfway across the country to
compete in the Red Desert
Classic at the University of Utah
this past weekend in St. George,
Utah. The Colonels posted a 2-3
record on the weekend.
The Colonels defeated
Southern Utah University 1-0 on
Friday to start the weekend off
on "he right foot.
"The win against Southern
Utah was a close one," head
coach Jane Worthington said.
The Colonels won the game
in the eighth inning when
sophomore Diana Barreras was
driven in from third by freshman Jennifer Norris" single.
After the win against SUU
the Colonels went on to face
Stanford later that afternoon.
Stanford is currently ranked
third nationally. The Colonels
put up a valiant effort, but fell 53.
»
Eastern was led by the pitching of Jonelle Csora. She struck
out seven batters and allowed
10 hits.
Worthington was very
impressed with the effort the
team put together against such
an exceptional opponent.
"Jonelle pitched a great game
and we hit the ball well."
Worthington said. "We even had
a chance to win that game.
there's no way I could be disappointed witii that." she added."

When: Mar. 9-10

Ihe Colonels started the day
Saturday against tournament
host the University of Utah.
Eastern was defeated 10-0 in the

match.
"We didn't play well at all
against Utah," Worthington
said.
The Colonels rallied back
later on Saturday to defeat the
University of Las Vegas, 6 1

Where: Laxinfton

Jonelle Csora again pitched
another outstanding game for
Eastern. "Jonelle threw a one
hitter and had seven strike
outs." Worthington said.
Worthington was also very
pleased with the win. "It's good
to get a win against a team that
has such a reputation for being
a great Softball school."
Worthington said.
The Colonels closed out the
tournament Sunday with a .7-2
loss to Oregon.
"We made some mistakes on
defense and that hurt us,"
Worthington said. Eastern's
Diana Barreras went 2-4 in the
game and hit a home run.
The top performers during
the weekend were Jonelle
Csora. Diana Barreras and Kelli
Bromley.
Csora struck out 22 batters
and walked eight while posting
a 1.83 ERA in 23 innings.
Bromley posted a .538 batting
average on the weekend getting
seven hits in 13 at bats.
Barreras had five RBls and a
home run while putting up a
.368 BA.
Eastern's record fell to 5-5
this weekend but Worthington
is not discouraged at all.
"Everj team out there was
good, some of Ihem were exceptional We proved that we could
play with anyone in the country
this weekend." Worthington
said
I istern's next challenge will
come this upcoming weekend
when they travel to the
Inivi rally of Kentucky to compete
in
the
Kentucky
Tournament.
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Colonels
jump out
early, but
fall 8-6

Thursday
Lenten Mass

Four Lady Colonels
receive honors
Eastern senior Charlotte
Sizemore was named First-Team
All-Ohio Valley Conference and
fellow senior Zoey Artist was
named to the second team when
the conference announced its
post-season award winners for
women's basketball, voted on by
the league's head coaches and
sports information directors.
Freshman Pam Garrett and
Miranda Eckerle were both
named to the All-Freshman team.

1

Coney HAU.
SportsedHor
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The hits just kept on coming
but not enough of them croaacd'
the plate for the Eastern baseball
team in what turned out to be a
four-run first inning.
Host Charleston Southern
University mounted a comeback
and tied the game at 5-5 in the
sixth, then went ahead for good
on a two-run homer by CSU first
baseman Brad Jones in the seventh and went on to win JM5.
"We scored four runs before
they even got an out." coach Elvis
Dominguez said. "That game
should have never been close."
Sophomore centerfielder Josh
Anderson got the scoring started
for the Colonels in the first by
walking to lead off the game. He
was singled in by leftfielder Aaron
Williams who advanced to second
on an error.
Freshman designated hitter
Will Whisenant was up next and
he singled, advancing Williams to
third. Neil Sellers became the
fourth consecutive Colonel to
reach base as he also singled, driving in Williams and advancing
Whisenant to second.
With runners on first and second and still nobody out, freshman Adam Visnic slapped another
base hit Whisenant scored on the
play and Sellers advanced to
third.
Junior first baseman John
Myles became the sixth consecutive Colonel to reach base as he
singled in Sellers, advancing
Visnic to third.
The Colonels missed a golden
opportunity to tack on a couple
more runs in the inning, as there
were runners on first and third
with still no one out.
But Greg Estep struck out and
Myles was caught stealing on the
pitch, leaving Visnic on third with
two outs. Chris Clark was up next,
but he couldn't get Visnic across,
grounding out to third.
"We do a great job of putting
ourselves in a position to score,"

"You know you need to be there"

Compiled by Cassondra Kirby
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Saw RMiwdsocyT'ropr—
Eastern Junior first baseman John Mytes catches a pop-up in practice
Tuesday. Myles had two hits and two rbi's in Friday's loss.
Dominguez said. "We just aren't
coming through in the clutch.
One through nine we can set the
table, we just need someone to
step up and start knocking people
in."
Up 4-1 in the second, the
Colonels would put another run
on the board. Anderson again set
die table by singling and stealing
second with one out This set the
table for Williams who came
through again with a base hit,
scoring Anderson and making it
5-1 Colonels.
Colonel starter Chip Albright
would shut down CSU in the second and third before getting
roughed up for two runs in the
fourth and two more in the sixth.
Albright finished with a nodecision, pitching five and a third
innings, giving up six hits and five
runs while striking out four and
walking three.
"I expect our No.l pitcher to
hold a four run lead," Dominguez
said. "When you're a No.l, you're
a No.l for a reason."
Senior right hander Nic lively
replaced Albright in the sixth. He
pitched one inning, giving up
three runs (including Jones'
homer in the seventh) on three
hits whUe walking two and striking out one in getting the loss.
Down 8-5 in the ninth. Sellers
tried to get the team going by

leading off the inning with a dou
ble.
Visnic followed his lead, as he
singled also, putting runners on
the corners with nobody out.
Myles then stepped to the plate
and scored Sellers on a sacrifice
fry to right making it &6.
The tying run stepped to the
plate twice in the person of Estep
and Phillip Robertson, but neither
could get it going. Estep struck
out and Robertson grounded to
third, leaving Visnic stranded to
end the game.
The Colonels racked up 12 hits
in the game. Freshman and
sophomores turned in eight of
them. Visnic led the team with
three hits, followed by Williams,
Sellers and Myles with two hits
apiece.
"Our young guys do everything I ask them to do,"
Dominguez said.
"They have been thrown into
the fire very early. But then again
they are still young. We can't
depend on them to carry us all
year."
The two teams were to play a
double-header on Saturday but
rain canceled both games.
The Colonels open their home
season Saturday and Sunday with
a three-game series versus The
University of Akron, beginning at
noon on both days.

5 pm Newman Center
Today, March 7
and next week, March 14
Catholic Newman Center 405 University Drive
623-9400 ekunewman 9kih.net

Shawn Fields named
second team All-OVC
Eastern junior guard Shawn
Fields was named second-team
all-OVC. Fields averaged 16.4
points per game this season.

Men's golf canceled
Eastern's first tournament of
the 2002 spring golf season will
have to wait another week due to
wet course conditions caused by
rain. After the second day of rain,
officials were forced to cancel the
Wolverine South Invitational
which was scheduled at the
Hunter Golf Club, in Savannah,
Ga. The Colonels next tournament will take place March 16-17
in
the
Marshall
South
Tournament in Ocala. Fla.

Kelly named to OVC
Tournament team
Eastern women's basketball
player Katie Kelly was named to
the OVC All-Tournament team.
Kelly, a sophomore guard, poured
in 22 points, two shy of her career
high, in the Lady Colonels' overtime loss to eventual tourney
champion Austin Peay. The
Pennsylvania native also handed
out two assists and collected two
steals in that contest In Eastern's
first-round game against the
Murray State Racers, Kelly had
nine points, four assists and two
steals. Kelly finished the season
ranked ninth in the NCAA in free
throw percentage.

Enjoy a low-fat treat
before hitting the beach,
at Main St Chevron
|P PICK UP YOUR FREQ'uil^VuYlRs'cARD TODAY '
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* Aflar Nina Traata Gat A Fran TCBY" Small Cup Or
Conn Of Frown Yogurt Or lea Cream
421 W Main Straot * Richmond, KY • 624-3000

MAIN STREET CHEVRON
421 W. Main Street • 624-3000

CHURCH DIRECTORY
Abundant Life Ministries
303 Gen Lane (behind Rccordsmith)
Phone: 859-625-5366
Sunday School: 10 a.m.
Sun. Morning Worship 11 am
Sun. Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
Wednesday Evening: 7 p.m.
Radio Service*: Weekdays at 1:30
p.m. onWCBR 1110 AM
Van rides available on or off campus.

First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ)
Main at Lancaster Ave.
Phone: 859-623-4383
Sunday Early Worship: (informal)
8:40 a.m
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 10:40 a.m.
College Bible Study: Tuesday. 9 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study: 7 p.m.

St. Stephen Catholic Newman
Center
405 University Drive
Phone: 859-623-9400
Sunday Mass: 5 p.m.
Sunday Supper: 6 p.m ($1.00)
Inquiry classes for becoming
Catholic: Wednesday 7 p.m.
Newman Night for all Uudcnts«Wed
9 p.m

First Presbyterian Church

SL Thomas Lutheran Church
1285 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 859-623-7254
Sunday Traditional Service: 8:30
a.m.; Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.:
Sunday Contemporary Worship: 11

(Contact Lynn at 859-624-3601.)

Bi« HIU Avenue Christian
129 Big Hill Ave.
Phone: 859-623-1592 (office)
Phone: 859-623-6600 (answering
machine)
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Monday Worship: 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
On Wednesday. "Christian Students
Serving Christ" meets at 7 p.m Call
the office at one of the numbers listed above for transportation to meetings.
Church of Christ
461 Tobiano (in Brooklinc Sub., off

Coggins Lane - West side 1-75)
Sunday: 9:30 a.m.. 10:20 am., 6
p.m.
Wednesday: 7 p.m.
Ride: 624-2218 or 985-1924
Episcopal Church of Our Saviour

2323 Lexington Rd. (U.S. 25 N.)
Phone:859-623-1226
Sunday Worship: 8:30 am. and 11
MM.
Adult Education. 9:30 a.m.
Canterbury Fellowship: Fridays.
Noon, at Powell Grill
Faith Created Assembly of God

Now meeting at 918 Red House
Road on Miller's Landing.
Service times: Sunday. 9 a.m. &
10:45
Wednesday Family Night: 7 p.m.
For rides or more information call
859-623-4639.
While on campus, visit the Wesley
Foundation on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings.
First Alliance Church

1405 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 859-624-9878
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Services: 10:45
a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Youth & Prayer
Services: 7:00 p.m.
For free transportation to Sunday
morning services, call 859-624-9878.
First Baptist Church
.
350 W Main at Lancaster Ave.
Phone: 859-623-4028
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m.. 11 a.m
& 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship: 6:15 p.m.
SUBS 7:30 p.m. at BSU Center.
Supper and Bible Study

(PCUSA)

330 W. Main St.
Phone: 859-623-5323
Church School: 9:45 am.
Sunday Worship: II a.m (rides
available)
Westminster Fellowship: Wed.. 7:30
p.m.. at Wallace Bldg.. (EKU) room
326.

Family Night Supper (weekly and
free!) Wed., 6 p.m.. in the
Fellow ship Hall.
Pizza And A Movie: (free!) First
Sunday of every month at 6 p.m., in
the Church Parlor.
Adopt A Student Program: A great
chance to have a home away from
home!
Cary Ashby. Campus Minister
First United Methodist Church
401 West Main St.
Phone: 859-623-3580
Worship Services: Sunday 8:15 a.m.
& 9:40 a.m.* 11 a.m
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.
Wednesday Night Live Meal: 5:15
p.m. (free to EKU students!)
Coffee House Saturday Night: 5:30
p.m. and Message: 6 p.m.
Richmond Church of Christ
713 W. Main St.
Phone: 859-623-8535
Bible Classes: Sunday 9 a.m.
Worship: Sunday 10 a.m. A 6 p.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday 7 p.m.
Need a ride? Our van picks up at the
Daniel Boone statue (EKU) 15 minutes prior to all our services.
Colonels for Christ meets in the
MacGregor Hall basement lounge
the second Monday of each month
from 12-1 p.m. (lunch provided) SL
the fourth Thursday of each month
from 6-7 p.m.
Richmond First Church of the
Nazarene
136 Aspen Avenue
Phone:859-623-5510
Sunday School: 9:45 am.
Morning Worship: 10:40 a.m.
Sunday evening: 6 p.m.
Wednesday: 7 p.m. - Bible Study.
Youth. College & Career. Chikjajnft
Programs

Triaotv Misaioaan Baptist Church
Jack's Creek Pike A U.S. 25 N.
Tony Herald. Minister
Phone: 859-623^868
Sunday School: 9:45 am.
Sunday Worship Service: 11 am.
and 6 p.m.
Wednesday Service: 7 p.m.
I nltarian-l nlversalist Fellowship
209 St. George Street
"Where religion and reason meet."
Adult service, youth program, and
preschool care: Sunday morning at
10:45.
Family Night: last Sunday of the
month.
For more information call 859-6234614 or 859-626-9940.

I

YYestslde Christian Church
Bennington Cl. (across from
Arlington)
Phone: 859-623-0382
Sunday School: 9:45 am.
Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m. & 6

p.m.
Wednesday Worship: 7 p.m.
Transportation available
White Oak Pond Christian

(Disciples of Christ)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd (at Goggins
Lane)
,15
Phone:859-623-6515
A 11
II a.m.
Sunday Worship: 9'am.
ant. &
Coffee Fellowship: Sundays. 10 a.m.
Sunday School: 10:15 am.
Might 7:07- a contemporary prhu*
and worship service. Sundays at 7:07
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Monday "Piayci Experience": 5:30
p.nu Wednesday Dinner and BtWc
Study 6pm
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Women's golf tees it up in Fla.
(325-345-337).
"I'm not pleased with the
results." head coach Joni
Eastern Kentucky University's Stephens said. "We are a very
women's golf team finished 14th • young team and our youth hurt us
in its first outing of the 2002 a little bit at the tournament."
The Colonels were led by
spring schedule at the Lady Moc
Classic in Lakeland. Fla.. on Tamara Thompson who tied for
40th place with a score of 247 (79March 1-3.
Out of the 18 teams that partic- 85«).
She was followed by Brittany
ipated in the tournament. North
Carolina State claimed the victory Rodgers who tied for 49th overall,
tallying a 251 (82-84-85).
with a three day score of 927.
Joining Thompson
and
In the 54-hole tourney. Eastern
collected a team score of 1007 Rodgers was Jennifer Sullivan.

tstyor
Assistant sports

who tied for 54th. and contributed
a score of 252 (84-87-81) to the
team.
Kclli Wilson, who tied for 64th.
and Brittany Klein, who placed
86th. also added to the team with
scores of 257 (*Hi9-88) and 272
(92-91-89).
Although Stephens looks for
big things this season from
Sullivan. Rodgers and Thompson,
she feels like the team still needs
to work on one aspect of its game
— an aspect that she says can
only come with experience.

LIMil HAH
626-0019

The girls are where they need
to be mechanical wise and fundamentally they know what to do
and how to hit their shots, but we
need to work on our mental part
of the game.* Stephens said. "The
girls get frustrated when the
shots don't fall their way. but I
think they will overcome this with
experience."
. The Lady Colonels return to
action. March 9-12, when they
travel to Greenville. N.C. to participate in the Bradford Creek
Spring Invitational.

Gelaliyojr Spring Brea-

Herrera, Hill, pace women's tennis
Dave PRATER
Contributing writer

BY

Andrea Luxianmiyar'Progress
Undaay Harrara ratumt a shot Sat
Mar. 2. at tha Adams tanrtt cantor

ADVERTISE
HERE!
Contact
Stephanie
622-1881

Eastern's women's team was in
action over the weekend facing
Western Carolina on Friday. East
Tennessee State on Saturday and
Wright State on Sunday.
The Lady Colonels dropped
their first match of the weekend
to Western Carolina 5-2.
"We gave up three match
points, the outcome could just as
easily have been 5-2 in our favor."
coach Rob Oertel said.
Andie Hill captured the only
singles win for the team by defeating Shannon Zalinski 60.6-1.
In doubles action Lindsay
Herrera and Rachel Long beat
Shelly Fitzpatrick and Shannon
Zalinski 8-2 Natalie Garcia and
Hill of Eastern defeated Kristin
Munn and Emmy King 8-6.

ENJOY
YOUR MEAL

5M0KI FREE
Madison
rarden

The women rebounded on
Saturday by defeating East
Tennessee State University with a
score of 5-2.
This was a good overachievement for us after a disappointing
loss on Friday." Oertel said.
In singles, Herrera beat
Gemma Halim 6-3. 6-2. Jessica
Irey of ETSU defeated Garcia of
6-1.6-4.
Hill dropped her match to
Tatiana Arriaran 6-1. 6-1. Tami
Williams
defeated
Aimee
Villavicencio in a three setter 3-6.
6-4,7-5. Rachel Long of Eastern
beat Heather Jones &2,6-1
In doubles action. Herrera and
Long of Eastern beat Irey and
Arriaran 8-5. Hill and Garcia of
Eastern also defeated Halim and
Villavicencio 8-5.
In Sunday's action Eastern's
Herrera lost 6-4. 6-4 to Kara

0

Dunbar of Wright State
University. That would be as close
as the Colonels would come to a
win.
This is one of the better teams
we have played this year," Oertel
said.
Marie Craig beat Eastern's
Garcia 6-2, 6-0. Melissa Freer of
WSU beat Hill 6-0, 6-2. Tami
Williams of Eastern lost to Gloria
Montero 6-1. 6-1. Kyana Jackson
of WSU outshot Rachel Long 64.
6-0. Eastern's Megan Ferry lost to
Maggie Jacobs 60,6-1.
In doubles Craig and Jackson
of WSU defeated Herrera and
Long 8-1. Eastern's Hill and
Garcia lost to Montero and
Dunbar 8-2. Jacobs and Freer of
WSU beat Williams and Perry »0.
Both the men and women hit
the court Friday, beginning at 1
p.m. at the Adams Tennis Center.

Fat Friendly Service, with Convenient Drive-thru.
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Do you love
sports?
You may not
be 7ft tall,
but you could
writefor
The Eastern^HI^
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Applications for Fall 2002 staff are online at
www. eastemprogress.com
Deadline - April 19

Sale !!!
New Reductions just talcen on
reduced clearance items at the
EKLTJ Bookstore.
EKU Bookstore
Keen Johnson Building
(859)622-2696

Visit us on-line@ http.V/eku bkstore com
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